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THE RESEARCH PROBLEM 
Introduction 
Our changing society is constantly making demands on 
educational leaders and on the institutions in which they 
work. External and internal pressures created by a chang-
ing workforce, a shifting political climate, and an unsure 
economy obligate educational leaders to manage more ef-
fectively. Patrons of school districts are demanding a 
greater share of power and participation in total school 
programs. As a result, the environment becomes more com-
plex with leaders having to adjust to the organization's 
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internal structures and processes to maintain and increase 
efficiency as well as effectiveness (Katner, 1979). 
Every aspect of a school district's activities is af-
fected by attitudes, motivations, perceptions, and com-
petencies of educational leaders and their subordinates 
(Luenburg, 1982). Crowson and Gehrie (1980) postulate 
that a major concern of educational leaders should be to 
interact and communicate with thei.r subordinates since 
educational leaders are held accountable for creating 
the climate for environmental interactions with their 
subordinates. Thus, effective leadership skills and 
effective communication skills become strongly related. 
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According to Thayer (1961), the degree of the leader-
ship success of the organization has often been tied to the 
degree of effective communication within that organization. 
In conjunction with leadership success, the communication 
within an organization projects the personality of that 
organization to its internal and external audiences. Com-
munication is a critical factor that makes an organization 
viable, successful, effective, and enduring. It becomes a 
binding agent of the subsystems of the hierarchy which con-
tributes to cooperation, teamwork, and loyalties throughout 
the educational system with the success or failure of the 
communication process being a major determinant in the or-
ganization's efficacy (Katz and Kahn, 1966). 
Significance of the Study 
According to Katz and Kahn (1966), our social problems are 
the result of inadequate and faulty communication. Defi-
cient communication causes dissatisfaction among members of 
an organization and this hinders the realization of organi-
zational goals. 
In the school setting, there seems to be dissatis-
faction between teachers and principals concerning com-
munication. Teachers are not only dissatisfied with the 
content of the principal's messages but also the frequency 
and manner in which the messages are communicated 
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(Norton, 1978). One of the most important problems of 
administrative communication is that of getting the correct 
information at the right time to the person who needs the 
information in order for the subordinate to perform the job 
effectively (Thayer, 1961). The principal needs informa-
tion from the teachers in order to make judicious deci-
sions. At the same time, the teachers need from the 
principal the kinds of information that will facilitate 
their job efficiency and effectiveness. 
Many principals do not expect substantial two-way com-
munication. Two-way communication is often demonstrated as 
sending orders and questions down from the top and in re-
ceiving reports and explanations up from the bottom of the 
hierarchy (Redding, 1964). Patrons of school districts 
need to understand that to complete the cycle of two-way 
communication there must be explanations and information 
downward as well as upward. Requests, criticisms, and 
questions should be directed upward as well as downward. 
This distortion concerning the two-way communication 
process is associated with the leadership style of the 
principal and the situation. Leadership is such a complex 
interpersonal relationship that the effectiveness of the 
principal depends not only on this person but also on those 
people led and the conditions under which the leader must 
perform. 
Placing persons in superior and subordinate relation-
ships in the formal structure inhibits the free flow of 
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information, ideas, suggestions, and questions. The direc-
tion, frequency, and content of communication are affected 
by principals and teachers being willing to share informa-
tion. There is a great temptation for insecure members, in 
order to gain power and prestige, to withhold information 
which is needed in other locations. 
In addition to insecurities caused by the hierarchical 
relationships, subordinates tend to tell the superior what 
the superior is interested in, not to disclose what doesn't 
want to be heard. There is also a tendency to cover up 
problems and mistakes which may reflect on the subordinate. 
Since communication is such a vital function of the 
organization, the communication of the principal as well as 
the teacher needs to be considered in order for organiza-
tional goals and member satisfaction to be realized 
(Saunders, Phillips, and Johnson, 1966). 
Statement of the Problem 
Whenever principals and teachers work together in an 
atmosphere that promotes communication and understanding, 
there is a tendency for differences to diminish. Atti-
tudes that are congruent between the principal and teacher 
are more likely to satisfy the individual needs as well 
as attain the school district's goals and objectives. 
Constructing close cooperative working relationships in 
order to develop adequate perceptions of problems being 
faced mitigates misunderstanding and conflict. 
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The process of interpersonal communication between 
principals and teachers is an important area of study since 
there is a need to minimize misunderstandings as well as to 
recognize and to accept responsibility for involvement in 
the educational process. Redding (1972) states that the 
prime purpose of organizational communication is to facili-
tate the proper functioning of the organization. Since 
better communications produce better understanding, satis-
faction with communication will be an end result creating 
more effective organizational goal attainment. 
The question to be answered in this study is how do 
principals having different leadership styles differ in 
communicator style, subordinate satisfaction with communi-
cation, and oral communication? 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Introduction 
Within the hierarchical structure of organizations are 
superiors and subordinates. Superiors and subordinates 
communicate to attain both organizational and personal 
goals through either formal or informal relationships. 
The communication between these relationships can either 
be verbal or non-verbal. Verbal communication consists of 
both oral and written messages (Redding, 1972). Oral 
communication will be the single concern in this study. 
Messages that follow the lines of authority of the 
hierarchy are usually characterized as being formal com-
munication. These messages usually flow vertically. This 
formal network provides an information exchange in terms 
of content, direction, and frequency (Downs, Berg, and 
Linkugel, 1977). Horizontal communication, which consists 
of the lateral exchange of messages among people on the 
same organizational level of authority (Goldhaber, 1974), 
will. not be considered in this study. 
This study focuses on the principal as the superior 
with the teacher being considered the subordinate. 
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Principals' leadership styles and communicator styles will 
be analyzed in addition to oral communication which will be 
discussed in terms of content, direction, and frequency to 
determine what effect each of the principals' variables has 
on teacher communication satisfaction. 
Principals' Leadership Styles 
Good leadership and good communication skills are 
strongly related. People who are considered outstanding 
leaders by their subordinates participate in high levels of 
communication. Their leadership styles allow them to in-
form their staffs of policies, procedures, and more effi-
cient ways of completing their work and, at the same time, 
maintain communication satisfaction with subordinates. The 
leaders that are most liked are those who are involved in 
an extensive communication process (Levine, 1980). 
Tannenbaum et al., (1961) defines leadership as 
"interpersonal influence exercised in a situation and 
directed, through the communication process, toward the 
attainment of a specified goal or goals." According to 
this definition there is a close dependency of leadership 
upon communication. 
Since one of the most important communication 
exchanges takes place between the superior and the 
subordinate in an organization, effective communication 
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is a significant ingredient in effective leadership 
(Likert, 1980). According to Boyd and Jensen (1972) 
there is a direct relationship between the degree of 
effective communication and the degree of managerial 
success within a corporate organization. 
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Likert (1980) agrees with Tannenbaum (1961) in that 
members of an organization must work together cooperatively 
and communicate effectively to achieve relevant goals of 
an organization. Besides achieving organizational goals, 
effective communication provides job satisfaction for the 
subordinate as well as the superordinate. Satisfaction 
increases as the communication process becomes more 
effective (Likert, 1967). Downs, Linkugel, and Berg 
(1977) contend that "one's job satisfaction may affect 
the way one communicates as much as communication 
affects one's satisfaction. Not only is communication 
affected by leadership behavior but it has the capacity of 
affecting leadership behavior." They conclude that three· 
types of skills are extremely important in good leadership 
and skillful member participation. These skills include 
human relations skills, critical-thinking skills, and 
communication skills. 
If organizational leaders fail to communicate in an 
effective manner with subordinates, informal leaders are 
likely to emerge to supply the satisfaction needs of the 
subordinates. The rise of this informal leadership may 
hinder strategic vertical channels of communication within 
the organization. Effective communication processes bene-
fit the superior because of the open upward communication 
channels that are created because of subordinate satis-
faction (Levine, 1980). 
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Burke and Wilcox (1969} explored patterns and degrees 
of openness of superior-subordinate communication which is 
associated with a satisfying and effective superior-
subordinate relationship. Five areas of subordinate work 
satisfaction considered were satisfaction with the company, 
satisfaction with the job, satisfaction with supervision, 
climate for growth during performance review and develop-
ment interviews, and climate for growth in day-to-day in-
teractions with superiors. They found that subordinates 
were consistently more satisfied in each of the five areas 
of work satisfaction if they and their superiors were 
equally open or closed than if one were more open or closed 
than the other. Decreased satisfaction in each of the five 
areas was associated with less openness of superior-
subordinate communication. Conclusions were that the 
greater the openness of either superior or subordinate, the 
greater the degree of subordinate satisfaction in all areas 
of work satisfaction. Open two-way communication which was 
based on honesty and openness of both the superior and the 
subordinate was associated with a satisfying and effective 
superior-subordinate wbrking relationship. 
Tne relationship between communication and satis-
faction has also been studied by Downs and Hazen (1977). 
They explored communication satisfaction in a three-stage 
process with subjects for the study being selected from 
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diverse sources and from all parts of the United States. 
The first stage of their study consisted of the development 
of a questionnaire and its administration to determine the 
factors that seemed to support the hypothesis that communi-
cation satisfaction is multidimensional. Through the 
identification of these factors, it was determined that 
communication climate was the most significant factor 
associated with satisfaction with the organization. 
A communication satisfaction questionnaire was con-
structed to measure each of the factors identified in the 
first stage. The questionnaire was administered to dif-
ferent subjects during the second stage. A test of its 
reliability was conducted in which the reliability coef-
ficient between the two settings was .94. "Communication 
Satisfaction Questionnaire" was the name given to the in-
strument during the second stage. 
The third stage of the study was determining the rela-
tionships between the facets of communication satisfaction 
and an overall measure of job satisfaction. In analyzing 
the correlations of the data of the first two stages, it 
was determined that the second stage supported the findings 
of the first stage in that the items tended to cluster 
along the same factors. 
Downs and Hazen (1977) concluded that the most im-
portant communication dimension between leaders and sub-
ordinates interacting with job satisfaction are personal 
feedback, relation with the supervisor, and communication 
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climate. This is in contrast with Burke and Wilcox's 
(1969) study that contended that the degree of openness 
present in the communication process between a superior 
and a subordinate is the key element in communication 
satisfaction. Both studies indicate that communication 
is essential to the functioning of an organization, and 
that it is a vital process of leadership. Downs and 
Hazen (1977) concluded that the concept of communication 
satisfaction can be a useful tool in the operation of 
organizational communication. 
In addition to communication satisfaction, another 
important facet in leadership is the style of the 
communicator. Some leaders are task oriented and 
some are relationship oriented (Fiedler and Chemers, 
1976). 
According to Chemers and Skrzypek (1972), the most 
popular theory of leadership effectiveness is Fiedler's 
(1967) contingency model of leadership effectiveness. 
Fiedler (1967) maintains that the relationship of leader 
style to group effectiveness is interceded by situational 
demands. He contends that the leader's opportunity to 
influence and control group activities determines the 
style of leadership which will be most effective. The 
three variables in which situational favorableness is 
specified are members' respect and liking for the leader, 
task structure, and the leader's position power. Each 
of these variables are dichotomized in the contingency 
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model to yield eight possible situations which range 
from highly favorable to highly unfavorable for the leader. 
Chemers and Skrzypek (1972) replicated Fiedler's 
(1970) contingency model which provided a rigorous and com-
plete test of the model. Investigations met the criteria 
as set forth by Fiedler (1970) which indicated strong sup-
port for the model. The Least Preferred Co-Worker (LPC) 
scale was used for the leader to rate their least preferred 
co-worker. Leaders who rated their least preferred co-
worker low were considered to be relatively task oriented, 
while leaders who rated their preferred co-worker rela-
tively favorably were considered to be primarily considera-
tion or interpersonally oriented. 
The following conclusions were drawn from the study: 
1. Regardless of situational favorableness, high LPC 
leaders were rated as displaying a significantly.higher 
level of relationship behavior and a significantly lower 
level of task behavior than low LPC leaders. 
2. For low LPC leaders, position power had a greater 
effect on rated task behavior than did task structure, 
while for high LPC leaders, both power and structure 
affected rated behavior. 
3.· Low LPC co-worker leaders were rated as being 
involved in more task-oriented behavior than were high LPC 
leaders in all conditions. 
Fiedler (1974) indicated that leaders may change their 
behavior as the situations arise. He hypothesized that 
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leaders may have both primary and secondary motivational 
goals in group situations. Favorable situations allow 
leaders to display behaviors related to their secondary 
drives, while more difficult situations demand primary 
goals and related behaviors. 
Conclusions by Fiedler (1974) were that low LPC 
leaders have a primary motivation for successful task com-
pletion, while high LPC leaders are primarily motivated 
toward satisfactory interpersonal relations. Secondary 
goals for the low LPC leaders are for good interpersonal 
relations, while secondary goals for the high LPC leaders 
are for individual prominence. During difficult situa-
tions, primary motivation patterns are reflected by the 
leader, while during highly favorable situations secondary 
goals become more evident. 
Contrary to Chemers and Skrzypek (1972), Vecchio's 
(1977) study failed to support Fiedler's model of leader-
ship effectiveness. His study consisted of forty-eight 
four-man groups which were personnel enlisted in the Air 
Force. The majority of the airmen were enrolled in an air-
plane mechanics program of twelve weeks' duration. An 
analysis of variance approach failed to find strong support 
for the Contingency Model's validity. Two of the four Low 
Task Structure interactive tasks did offer marginal sup-
port. None of the High Task Structure tasks provided sup-
portive evidence. Concerning the marginally supportive 
results, a general decline in performance was observed 
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when performance under extreme favorability conditions was 
contrasted with performance under extreme unfavorability 
conditions. 
In keeping with the basic assumption that leader 
effectiveness cannot be determined adequately without un-
derstanding the total situation, Crowson and Gehrie (1980) 
hypothesized that school principals encounter problems and 
display ways of handling their problems that approximate 
the conceptual framework of street-level bureaucracy. The 
theoretical approach that was utilized in this ethno-
graphical study of principals was that of Lipsky. His 
theory defines street-level bureaucrats as "those men and 
women who, in their face-to-face encounters with citizens, 
represent government to the people." The street-level 
bureaucratic leader is usually in a position of the organi-
zation which involves interaction with clients, provides 
some autonomy for decision-making, and has a potentially 
strong impact upon clients. 
The data indicated that principals exercise discretion 
in the day-to-day activities and services of their schools. 
It was noted that: 
1. The problems of inadequate resources, challenges 
of authority, and role ambiguity, seem to be characteristic 
of the work-a-day world of large-city principals. 
2. School principals employ coping mechanisms 
similar to the simplifications and routines found by Lipsky 
in other client-relation situations. 
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The authors concluded that the principalship repre-
sents the most important pivotal exchange point which is 
the connection between teachers, students, and parents on 
the one hand and the educational policy-making structure 
which includes the superintendent, school board, and tax-
payer on the other hand. 
Principals' Communicator Styles 
Norton (1978) defines communicator style as the "way 
one verbally and paraverbally interacts to signal how lit-
eral meaning should be taken, interpreted, filtered, and 
understood." Ten subconstructs were developed which con-
ceptualized communicator style. They include: dominant, 
dramatic, contentious, animated, impression leaving, re-
laxed, attentive, open, and friendly. The tenth subcon-
structor, communicator image, was described as a dependent 
variable which is an evaluative consequent of the first 
nine subconstructs. Norton developed these ten style 
subconstructs based on a thorough review of communications 
and psychological theory and research. Descriptions of 
communication behaviors such as facial expressions, voice 
tone, eye contact, postures, and hand gestures, were 
analyzed independently of the message content. His studies 
confirmed the importance of understanding the communication 
process and all its varied nuances. 
Richmond and Mccroskey (1979) found that job satis-
faction of public school teachers was correlated to the 
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decision-making style of leaders. The Management Communi-
cation Style was utilized to determine the extent to which 
leaders involve subordinates in decisions. Ganster (1981) 
argues that the MCS construct adds no new perspective to 
leadership literature since the normative model of leader-
ship decision-making promoted by Vroom and Yetton (1973) 
has already developed a contingency model of leader 
participation. 
Ganster et al., (1981) explored communicator style, 
particularly in the leadership context, in an empirical 
I 
fashion. Their perspective was that of subordinates 
perceiving their supervisors' communicator styles in terms 
of dynamic and evaluative dimensions. They found that the 
evaluative dimension is a significant predictor of all 
facets of satisfaction of the subordinate. A highly 
dynamic style seems to lead to lower levels of satisfac-
tion with the leader when in the presence of a low level 
of evaluative behaviors. The authors concluded: 
" ••• subordinates find dynamic communica-
tion behaviors adversive when unaccompanied 
by high evaluative behaviors. On the other 
hand, activity and potency behaviors seem to 
actually enhance satisfaction with the leader 
when he or also exhibits high evaluative 
behaviors {e.g. listening, attentive, friendly, 
etc.). Considering communicator style, those 
leaders able to exhibit high levels of both 
dimensions appear to have the most satisfied 
subordinates (Ganster, 1981, p. 18-19). 
In addition to evaluative and dynamic dimensions of 
the communicator style, interaction patterns with the 
leader-subordinate relationships have been studied. 
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Ellis (1976) posits that relational control focuses on 
communicative acts that indicate the right to direct, 
structure, or dominate the interpersonal communication 
system. Antecedent to his studies, Watzlawick, Beavin, and 
Jackson (1967) contend that all communication conveys 
information while, at the same time, causes behavior. The 
relationship dimension, focusing on imposing behavior, 
defines how the communicator interprets his relationship 
with the other members of the discussion in terms of levels 
of control. 
Watson (1982) studied interaction patterns within 
leader-subordinate goal-setting dyads. The category sys-
tems analyzed the relationship functions of communication 
which typically relied on Bateson's (1958) definition of 
relational communication as functions of one-up which means 
the attempt to dominate1 one-down which means the attempt 
to be submissive; and one-across which means the attempt 
to be equivalent. The data indicated that when a leader 
initiated dominance, the subordinate was more likely to 
respond submissively. This complementary transaction was 
defined as "compliance" which indicated the subordinate's 
willingness to defer to the leader's control of the rela-
tionship. On the other hand, when the subordinate ini-
tiated dominance, the leader was more likely to resist in 
competition for control in the relationship. The leader 
seemed to exert greater power and control in the relation-
ship because complementary relationships reflect unequal 
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social power. One person, usually the superior, defines 
the relationship by being dominant or structuring, and the 
other accepts it by showing deference or being submissive. 
Besides interaction patterns within the superior-
subordinate dyads, problems with information exchange have 
also been cited. Roberts and O'Reilly (1974) examined the 
impact of trust in the superior, perceived influence of the 
superior, and mobility aspirations of subordinates on up-
ward communication behavior. Trust and upward communica-
tion indicated a positive relationship when a subordinate 
expressed high trust in his immediate superior. There was 
also a positive relationship when the subordinate believed 
the information he received from his superior was accurate 
and perceived his superior to have high influence. They 
found that trust was significantly related to desire for 
interaction and to satisfaction with communication in 
general. Low trust was associated with the subordinate's 
disclosed tendency to withhold information. Mobility as-
pirations and communication behavior suggest that the 
impact of mobility may operate only in certain groups and 
was not a significant factor. 
Principals' Oral Communication 
Oral communication is the most spontaneous and common 
form of communication in organizations and provides the 
most sensitive measure for analyzing daily interactions 
between superiors and subordinates. It is through these 
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oral interactions that important information is most fre-
quently transmitted (Massie, 1960). 
Mintzberg (1973) studied communication of managers and 
found that their communication is primarily oral with much 
of this oral communication being directed at exchanging 
information. Antecedent studies of Dubin and Spray (1964), 
Brewer and Tomlinson (1963), and Burns (1954) support 
Mintzberg's findings. The direction of the exchange of 
information includes downward, upward, and horizontal 
channels, depending upon who initiated the message and 
who received it (Mintzberg, 1973). 
Downward communication concerns messages that are sent 
from superiors to subordinates. Smith (1972) describes 
those at the top of the organization as being most con-
cerned with the communication effectiveness of their down-
ward messages to their subordinates. Their concern is 
whether communication that is directed downward obtains the 
kinds of responses desired by the message sender. Accord-
ing to Goldhaber (1974), most downward communication con-
tains messages related to policies, goals, directions, 
orders, questions, and discipline. Horne and Lupton 
(1965) argue that very little time is spent giving orders 
or issuing instructions. 
Katz and Kahn (1966) have identified five types of 
downward communication which include (1) job instructions, 
which related to specific task directives; (2) job ration-
ale, which is information that promotes understanding of 
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the task and its relation to other tasks of the organiza-
tion; (3) procedures and practices, which are basic in-
formation concerning the organization; (4) feedback, which 
is information given to the subordinate concerning his/her 
performance; and {5) indoctrination of goals, which is in-
formation given to subordinates to gain a sense of purpose 
of the organization. They contend that content is a viable 
component of communication. Farace, Monge, and Russell 
(1977) agree with Katz and Kahn and suggest that under-
standing of content increases efficiency of communication 
within a dyad. 
Baird (1974) investigated content of messages and 
found that the majority of superior-subordinate interaction 
concerns were task issues. Dubin and Spray (1964) report 
that superiors are more likely than subordinates to ini-
tiate interactions and that messages are usually impersonal 
in nature. Smith (1972) posits that downward communication 
sets the tone and creates the environment for effective 
upward communication. 
Upward communication refers to messages which flow 
from subordinates to superiors, usually for the purpose of 
asking questions, providing feedback, and making sugges-
tions. Upward communication is essentially informational; 
whereas, downward communication is primarily directive. 
Messages directed upward are usually classified as inte-
grative or humanly related and have the effect of improving 
morale and employee attitudes. Statistically speaking 
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there is more agreement than disagreement among the author-
itarian investigators of the communication process. The 
extent to which superiors and subordinates share informa-
tion has implications for attitudes and satisfaction of 
both the sender and the receiver (Goldhaber, 1974). 
Conclusions from Davis' (1972) laboratory experiment 
showed a tendency for senders of messages to suppress 
unfavorable and important messages sent to superiors. 
He found a significant bias exists toward screening 
unfavorable and sharpening favorable information sent 
upward in an organization. Bennis (1969) observed that 
upward communication tends to be distorted, causing the 
superior's control function to·be adversely affected. 
Hoy and Miskel (1982) agree with Davis' (1972) 
findings and also contend that upward communication is 
a means by which subordinates are made accountable to 
superiors. It is often viewed as an instrument of 
administrative control in which subordinates communi-
cate only what they think the superior wants to hear. 
This is a majo~ cause of distortion of the content in 
communication. 
Likert (1961) insists that the superior needs in-
formation about job-related problems if meaningful deci-
sions are to be made. His study concerning subordinates' 
reluctance in communicating upward indicates that subor-
dinates fear that they will convey a bad image of their 
own performance. 
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Baird and Diebolt (1976) discovered that a subordin-
ate's job satisfaction is positively correlated with the 
frequency of communication with superiors. Subordinates 
seem more satisfied with the frequency of communication 
they give their superiors than superiors are satisfied with 
the amount of communication they receive. 
Webber (1970) reports that superiors perceive that 
they communicate more with subordinates than subordinates 
perceive. On the other hand, subordinates feel they send 
more messages to their superiors than the superiors per-
ceive. Subordinates who participate in more frequent 
upward communication are also those employees who are more 
satisfied with their jobs when openness of communication 
exists between subordinate and superior. Furthermore, 
Willits (1967) reports that openness of communication is 
directly correlated with performance of the entire 
organization. 
According to the information garnered through research 
into the literature on the subjects of leadership styles, 
communicator styles, subordinate communication satisfaction 
and oral communication, effective communication is obtained 
only through an expenditure of effort on the part of the 
leader. On the other hand, if leaders are willing to 
invest the time and effort, results will be positive to the 
leaders as well as the followers in an organization. Since 
the nature of organizational communication is a responsi-
bility of the leadership of the organization, a very 
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important role of the leader is to achieve and to provide 
effective communication links to the organizational en-
vironment. 
CHAPTER III 
METHOD AND RESEARCH DESIGN 
Introduction 
This chapter describes the sample and design and 
includes a description of the concepts and measures 
involved in this study. The measures used to identify 
leadership style, leader communicator style, subordinate 
communication satisfaction·, and oral communication are 
defined in this chapter as well. 
Sample and Design 
To answer the research question of how principals 
having different leadership styles differ in communicator 
style, subordinate satisfaction with communication, and 
oral communication, thirty principals were selected at 
random from a list of elementary schools having popu-
lations of from 215 to 315 students. This list was 
compiled from the 1982-83 Kansas Educational Directory. 
These thirty principals were contacted by letter and 
were requested to complete the Least Preferred Co-Worker 
Scale (LPC) Questionnaire. A self-addressed, stamped 
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envelope was provided, in order for the principals to 
return the questionnaire to the researcher. 
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Of the thirty questionnaires, twenty-seven were 
returned to the researcher. The results of the twenty-
seven LPC Questionnaires are listed on Table I. Three 
principals from each of the three categories (relationship-
oriented, no dominant orientation, and task-oriented), were 
randomly selected by the researcher to participate in the 
study through the process of pulling names from a hat. 
Each principal was visited personally by the research-
er to acquire from the principal a commitment for his and 
his staff's involvement in further study. During this 
initial visit, the principal completed a demographic ques-
tionnaire which provided information concerning years of 
experience in education, number of staff members under his 
supervision, educational background, etc. The results of 
this demographic questionnaire are listed in the appendix. 
The principal also completed the Norton Communicator 
Style Measure (CSM). The CSM identifies personality 
traits that determine the communicator style of the leader. 
A faculty meeting time was then established for the 
researcher to meet with the teachers. The time ranged 
from one day to two weeks for the interval between the 
initial visit with the principal and the meeting with 
faculty members. 
The same process was followed with each visitation to 
each principal selected for the study. 
TABLE I 























RO= Above 64 (11 principals) 
NDO = Between 57 and 64 (5 principals) 














*Scores of those principals participating, in the study 
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As it happened, the principals were all male, which 
eliminated the confounding effects of gender. All princi-
pals had at least one year and usually five or more years' 
experience in the same position. All staff members under 
the direction of the participating principals were asked to 
participate in the study. No attempt was made to select 
schools or principals according to pupil or teacher compo-
sition or aspects of community background. Most of the 
schools, however, were located in the eastern half of 
Kansas. 
At the first faculty meetings, the teachers completed 
a demographic questionnaire similar to the one the prin-
cipal had completed, and they also completed the Communi-
cation Satisfaction Survey (CSS). The CSS provided 
information concerning how satisfied the teachers were with 
the communication process within their particular schools. 
At this time, an explanation was given to the faculty 
members and principals as to the use of a tape recorder to 
record conversations between the principal and teachers. 
The researcher explained that the length of conversation, 
as well as what was said, was impbrtant concerning the re-
search information. It was explained that the principal 
would record information for five consecutive days in order 
to acquire the needed information for the research. 
A small tape recorder was provided by the researcher 
which was worn in a holder attached to the principal's belt 
and the microphone was attached to the suit lapel with the 
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use of velcro and a hat stickpin. At the end of five days, 
the principal mailed the tape recorder and tapes to the 
researcher by the use of pre-established packing procedures 
determined by the principal and the researcher. 
In order to establish a time when analyzing tapes 
would be appropriate for all schools, days three and four 
were selected. Some principals related that the teachers 
were hesitant to speak freely until the end of the second 
day. Others stated that conversation was relaxed after a 
half day. In order to be consistent and to help assure 
conversation being a natural process, days three and four 
were selected to be analyzed. 
From the tape recordings, oral communication was 
observed by tallying the content of messages, number of 
interactions, and the time involved in the actual conver-
sations between the principal and teachers. Another fac-
tor involved in analyzing the information concerned which 
party, principal or teacher, initiated interactions. 
The validity of the entire field study was enhanced 
because a trial field study was conducted with one elemen-
tary principal and his staff as a· test run before the 
actual field study was begun. These people volunteered to 
be involved in this trial study. During this time, some 
problems arose concerning the collecting of data through 
the use of an electronic device, as it seemed to cause some 
concern to teachers. They didn't like the idea of being 
recorded on the first day. By the end of the second day, 
' 
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however, the teachers didn't seem to notice the recorder as 
a factor in conversation with their principal. 
By analyzing these first trial tapes, the researcher 
was able to categorize information according to Katz and 
Kahn's taxonomy of downward communication. Subcategories 
for each main category were also established during this 
trial procedure. 
The data collected through the use of the question-
naires such as the Least-Preferred Co-Worker Scale, 
Communication Satisfaction Survey, Communicator Style 
Measure, and the oral communication collected through the 
use of the tape recorder provided the data to answer the 
research question: How do principals having different 
leadership styles differ in communicator style, subordinate 
satisfaction with communication, and oral communication? 
Concepts and Measures 
Leadership Style 
Leadership style variables were measured with 
Fiedler's (1967) Least Preferred Co-Worker (LPC) scale. 
The contingency model of leadership effectiveness was 
developed by Fiedler and his associates on the basis of 
data obtained in an extensive research project involving a 
large number of studies with real-life and experimental 
groups. The basic hypothesis of the theory is that group 
performance is dependent on the leader's style of inter-
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acting with his or her work group and the nature of the 
group situation in terms of its favorability to the leader. 
The theory predicts differential relationships between 
leadership style and group performance contingent on 
whether the situation is highly favorable, moderately 
favorable, or highly unfavorable for the leader. 
The leader's style of interacting with his/her group 
is determined by administering an instrument which measures 
the leader's esteem for his "least preferred co-worker" 
(LPC). The LPC is an eighteen-item semantic differential 
measure with a range of scores from 18 to 144. Fiedler 
gives internal consistency estimates ranging from .85 to 
.95 (Fiedler, 1967). McNamara reports a test-retest coef-
ficient of .45 (N=35) over a period of one and one half 
years. The LPC score is obtained by asking the leader to 
think of the person with whom he has found it most dif-
ficult to work as his "least preferred co-worker." 
Fiedler identified the task-oriented leaders as 
scoring 57 or below on the LPC. These individuals are 
described as low LPC leaders and are known to have a need 
to get things done. They gain self-esteem from tangible, 
measurable evidence of performance and achievement. They 
are strongly motivated to accomplish successfully any task 
to which they have committed themselves, even if there are 
no external rewards. 
In challenging situations in which the task-oriented 
leaders' control is low, they feel most comfortable working 
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from clear guidelines and standard operating procedures. 
When these are missing from a job, they try to discover or 
develop such guidelines. These leaders are no-nonsense 
persons who are apt to take charge early. In committee 
meetings, task-oriented leaders tend to move right in and 
arrange available materials and be impatient to get down to 
business. They quickly assign tasks, provide schedules, 
and monitor productivity. They are concerned about 
achieving task success through clear and standardized work 
procedures. This situation is particularly clear in a 
leader-subordinate situation. In this case, when the 
subordinates wish to discuss the situation, this leader's 
impatience to get the job done may irritate other sub-
ordinates in the group. In this situation this leader is 
generally not very concerned or oriented toward inter-
personal problems and generally is not too attuned to 
interpersonal conflict. 
Low LPC score leaders are able to perform relatively 
well under stressful conditions or those in which they have 
relatively little control. They also tend to perform well 
in situations in which they have a great deal of control. 
Low LPC people are as well liked as the high LPC leaders 
even though they place task accomplishment above inter-
personal relations. A low LPC score does not necessarily 
mean having poor or unpleasant interpersonal relations. On 
the contrary, many low LPC leaders get along extremely well 
with their subordinates. 
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Fiedler identified the relationship-oriented leader as 
scoring 64 or above on the LPC. These individuals are 
described as high LPC leaders. Although high LPC leaders 
are concerned with doing a good job, their primary motiva-
tion or goal is to have good interpersonal relations with 
others. Their self-esteem depends to a large extent on how 
other people relate to them. They are therefore likely to 
pay particular attention to their group members, and be 
concerned about their feelings. When they find themselves 
in stressful or anxiety-arousing situations, they seek the 
support of their group and are eager to maintain good group 
morale. They are able to see different viewpoints, and 
tend to deal effectively with complex problems which 
require creative and resourceful thinking. 
In the work group, relationship-oriented leaders en-
courage different ideas and participation of group members. 
They are tolerant of complexity and ambiguity and sensitive 
to the needs and feelings of their subordinates. Conse-
quently, they are able to minimize interpersonal conflict. 
In low control situations, the relationship-oriented 
leader does not perform very well in fulfilling task 
requirements. High LPC leaders often become so involved 
in discussions and consultations with subordinates that 
they fail to pay sufficient attention to the job. 
Support from their group becomes overly important. 
Consequently, they become reluctant to alienate or 
anger them. 
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In moderate control situations, relationship-oriented 
leaders are at their best. They are appropriately con-
cerned with interpersonal relations and able to deal with 
them effectively. Their sensitivity to interpersonal prob-
lems allows them to cope with difficult subordinates; and 
their creative ability and imagination are challenged by 
tasks which require them to innovate. 
In high control situations, when relationship-
motivated leaders no longer need to worry about relations 
with their group, they may become more concerned with how 
they appear to their boss and to others outside their 
immediate work group. Because they want to make a good 
impression, they may plow ahead with their task, appearing 
to be less considerate of the feelings of their subordin-
ates. Under these conditions the high LPC leaders often 
tend to behave in an autocratic manner by structuring the 
work situation and the task. When the situation becomes 
too relaxed and does not require the establishment of 
guidelines or the generation of ideas, high LPC leaders 
are no longer challenged: they may lose interest, and 
appear bored and aloof to their group members. 
Fiedler identified a no dominant orientation of lead-
ers whose scores were between 57 and 64 on the LPC. These 
individuals were described by Fiedler as having character-
istics of both the task-oriented leader and the relation-
ship oriented leader depending upon the situation. A full 
description of this type of leader is not given in the 
literature. Fiedler does contend that leaders scoring 
within this range will usually tend to be either task-
oriented or relationship-oriented. 
Communicator Style 
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Communicator style variables were measured with 
Norton's (1978) Communicator Style Measure (CSM). The 
CSM is clustered into nine subscales measuring the 
following dimensions of communicator style: dominant, 
dramatic, contentious, animated, impression leaving, 
relaxed, attentive, open, and friendly. Each of these 
subscales is composed of five items followed by five-point 
response scales ranging from "almost always" to "almost 
never." A tenth subscale assessed overall communicator 
image which Norton (1978) contends as an evaluative 
consequent of the first nine subscales. Questions from 
each of the subscales are randomly ordered throughout the 
measure. 
The nine subscales can be described as follows: 
The dominant communicator tends to take charge of 
social interactions. The literature tends to focus upon 
physical manifestations of dominance, nonverbal and 
psychological correlates of dominance, and dominance as a 
predictor of behaviors, attitudes or perceptions. 
The dramatic communicator manipulates exaggerations, 
fantasies, stories, metaphors, rhythm, voice and other 
stylistic devices to highlight or understate content. 
As a style variable, dramatizing correlates with im-
portant communicative phenomena. It relates to coping 
with anxiety, positive self-image, status, popularity, 
ambiguity, tolerance, and critical group functions. 
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The contentious communicator is argumentative and 
tends to entail negative components. The contentious 
communicator coincides with and provides a greater under-
standing of the dominant style variable. 
The animated communicator makes use of physical, 
non-verbal clues to communication. This communicator 
provides frequent and sustained eye contact; uses many 
facial expressions; characterizes the powerful, the 
attractive, and the truth teller. The animated 
communicator actively uses gestures, postures, and 
body movements to exaggerate or understate the content. 
The impression leaving communicator is a concept 
which centers around whether a person is remembered 
because of the communicative stimuli which are pro-
jected. Impression leaving is related to perceptions 
and thought processes, initial encounters, and total 
interactions in dyads. A person who leaves an impres-
sion should manifest a visible or memorable style of 
communicating. 
The relaxed communicator uses a calm voice, an un-
offensive manner, and a controlled aura which is open and 
friendly. The other person will usually feel comfortable 
with a relaxed communicator. 
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The attentive communicator conveys a sense of 
"empathy" or "listening." In general, the attentive 
communicator makes sure that the other person realizes that 
he is listening and that he understands with a certain 
amount of insight. 
The open communicator is characterized as being 
conversational, expansive, affable, convivial, gregarious, 
unreserved, unsecretive, somewhat frank, possibly out-
spoken, definitely extroverted, and obviously approachable. 
The open communicator readily reveals personal information 
about the self in communicative interactions. 
The open communicator tends to be perceived as attrac-
tive and trustworthy. Openness relates to trust, recip-
rocity, paraverbal cues, and liking. Openness makes the 
private self more public. 
The friendly communicator style can range from being 
placid to being deeply intimate. Friendliness is referred 
to as a stroking function, according to Norton. 
The 10th subscale, communicator image, represents com-
municative ability. It is assumed that a person who has a 
"good" communicator image finds it easy to interact with 
others, whether they are intimates, friends, acquaintances, 
or strangers. 
Norton (1978) states that research in establishing 
validity for the Communicator Style Measure (CSM) is not 
complete. The two kinds of validity focused upon the CSM 
were construct and content validity. In general, Norton 
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makes two arguments to prove validity: (1) the content 
which has been sampled is important to the notion of com-
municator style, and (2) the content has been adequately 
presented in the form of self-report test items. Because 
validity depends upon reliability, the researcher should be 
careful in using the subconstruct 'friendly' because it 
only had a coefficient of .37. Miller's work (1976) on 
communicator style and perception in dyads is an exemplary 
study which indicates that the self-report measure can be 
used to predict communicative behaviors. 
The communicator style construct has been proven to 
be structurally reliable. The subrouting in smallest 
space analysis based upon the Schoenemann-Carroll (1970) 
algorithm which optimally fits the two configurations by 
rotating, reflecting, and stretching, verified that the 
two structures were the same. Internal reliabilities, 
using 500 cases out of the 1,086 used in the study 
to check the coefficients, are friendly (.37), animated 
(.56}, attentive (.57), contentious (.65), dramatic (.68), 
impression leaving {.69), relaxed (.71), communicator 
image (.72), and dominant (.82). Except for the friendly 
subconstruct, the reliabilities are good, given the small 
number of items and short scale range. 
Communication Satisfaction 
The communication satisfaction of the teachers was 
measured with Downs and Hazen's (1977} Communication 
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Satisfaction Survey {CSS). It is an eight-factor ques-
tionnaire consisting of 40 items. According to Downs and 
Hazen the factors that correlate most highly with job 
satisfaction are personal feedback, relationship with 
supervisor, and communication climate. The other five 
factors included corporate perspective, organizational 
integration, horizontal communication, media quality, 
and relationship with subordinates. 
-
Personal feedback indicates how a person is doing 
in his/her job and the satisfaction with the feedback. 
Whether a person receives positive or negative feedback 
continuously will indicate the degree of satisfaction the 
employee experiences. 
The factor relationship with supervisor concerning 
satisfaction is self-explanatory. It merely relates 
whether one is satisfied with the communication between 
himself/herself and the supervisor. 
Communication climate satisfaction indicates the 
degree to which people have good attitudes about communi-
cating with those with whom they work. 
Organizational integration satisfaction is an indica-
tion as to the satisfaction one feels about the information 
needed to do the job. 
Horizontal communication satisfaction indicates the 
degree to which the workers are satisfied with the communi-
cation with other workers and/or other dependents. 
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Media quality satisfaction concerns company publica-
tions and information received or given and the extent to 
which one is satisfied with the amount or quality of infor-
mation. 
The scoring of the instrument ranges from "very satis-
fied" to "very dissatisfied." The larger the aggregate 
score, the greater the degree of communication dissatis-
faction. 
Downs and Hazen validated their instrument by adminis-
tering it in four different organizational settings. Fac-
tor analysis was performed on the data from each of these 
settings. The test-retest reliability coefficient for the 
entire instrument is .94. 
~ Communication 
The oral communication between principals and teach-
ers was examined through an analysis of tape recordings of 
their daily communication. The analysis included the ob-
servation of the content and directionality of the conver-
sation and the frequency and length of interactions. 
The categories utilized to describe the oral communi-
cation between the principal and teacher was Katz and 
Kahn's taxonomy of downward communication. These catego-
ries were expanded to describe upward communication. An 
extra category and subcategories were added by the re-
searcher. Table II on the following page demonstrates the 
content that was utilized to analyze the data. 
TABLE II 










phone ca11s for staff 
meetings for staff 
gaining information 
gaining compliance for duties 
Instruction, Curriculum and Testing 
Discipline 
Student Placement in Programs 
Materials and Equipment 
Activities, Track Meets, Field Days 
Facilities 
Procedures and Practices 
Policies 
Funding for District 
Sick Leave and Substitutes 
Procedures for Ordering 
Attendance, SRS 
Dates for School Functions 
Extra Curricular Activities 
Salary 
Fire and Tornado Drills 
Free Lunches and Free Books 
Il 1 Students 
School Calendar 
Negotiations Procedures 




Review of Teacher Performance 
School Activities 
Review of Student Academic Performance 
Merits Recognized and Encouragement 
Gaining Time and Place for Programs 
Developing Teacher Talents 
School Finance 
Personal 
Teasing and Joking 
Greetings 
·Tape Recording Comments 
Illness 
Weather 
Business, Family or Personal 
Food 
The five categories of Katz and Kahn's taxonomy of 
downward communication that were utilized in this study 
were job instructions, job rationale, procedures, feed-
back, and indoctrination of goals. The sixth category, 
personal, was added by the researcher. 
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Job instructions are specific task directives, re-
quests or reports. Subcategories of the job instruction 
category included messages concerning students, and meet-
ings or phone calls for staff members, requests which 
included gaining information and compliance of duties, 
direct orders and the reporting of incidents. 
According to Katz and Kahn, job rationale was designed 
to provide the worker with a full understanding of the em-
ployee's job and how the work is geared to related jobs in 
the same subsystem. Job rationale is not only to let the 
employee know what is to be done but to help the employee 
know why a certain task is done and how the patterned ac-
tivities in which the employee is involved accomplishes a 
given objective. Subcategories of job rationale related to 
this study included instruction, curriculum and testing; 
discipline; student placement in regular and special pro-
grams; acquisition, placement and rationale of ordering 
materials and equipment; activities for students such as 
track meets and field days; and condition of facilities. 
Information concerning organizational procedures and 
practices was the third category of the taxonomy. The 
subcategories included policies, funding for the district 
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budget, sick leave and substitutes, ordering procedures, 
attendance, school functions calendar, extracurricular 
activities, salary schedules, and fire and tornado drills. 
This category helped clarify obligations and privileges an 
employee possessed as a member of the system. 
Feedback included information given to an individual 
concerning evaluation, discipline, rumor follow-up, review 
of teacher performance, merit recognition and encourage-
ment, location of programs, school activities, and feedback 
concerning school finance. This category insures that the 
system is working, and it is a matter of some motivational 
importance for the individual performer. It is necessary 
so that review of performance will result in growth and 
recognition for the organization and the individual. The 
process is difficult since the whole process of critical 
review is resented both by subordinates and the superior as 
partaking of surveillance. 
Indoctrination of goals includes information for the 
total system or a major sybsystem. Some of the subcate-
gories for this category included the forming of rules at 
the building level, ideological commitment, and teaming 
programs to meet goals. Common goals are identified in 
order to achieve a common goal to work for through a team 
effort. 
The non job-related category consisted of the personal 
aspect of communication. Subcategories included teasing 
and joking, greetings, comments concerning the tape 
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recorder, illness, weather, personal business and food. 
Small talk which was non job-related seemed to be a common 
factor in leading into important or serious discussions. 
Katz and Kahn's taxonomy provided the general content 
of the messages between the principal and his staff mem-
bers. The areas of content were tallied in addition to the 





A field study was conducted with nine principals and 
their staff members. The purpose of using the field study 
approach was to examine oral communication of principals. 
An analysis of electronically transcribed audio data by 
leadership style is presented. The leadership styles of 
principals include relationship-oriented (RO), no dominant 
orientation (NDO), and task-oriented (TO). Three of the 
nine principals were identified as being RO, three were 
identified as being NDO, and three were identified as being 
TO. The summary and findings are presented concerning the 
oral communication of these principals. The content of 
messages, number of interactions, and length of conver-
sations were variables that were considered in the data. 
The initiator of conversations, whether principals or 
teachers began conversations, was also tallied as a factor 
in data gathering. 
In all three leadership styles, the content areas of 
job rationale, instructions, and personal conversation were 
tallied as the top three areas most often discussed. In 
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all instances, the area of indoctrination of goals demanded 
the least amount of time and in two instances was not even 
included in conversation. 
Relationship Oriented Principals 
The three principals who participated in the study 
that scored as being RO had schools that emphasized basics 
heavily. One of the schools was even involved rather 
heavily with computer courses. The physical environment of 
the majority of RO schools had self-contained classrooms 
with desks placed in rows. It was reported by the 
principals that an average of 40% of the school population 
received free lunches. These observations were made by 
visitations to the buildings by the researcher and 
discussions with the principals involved. 
Most conversations related to the job rationale cate-
gory and consisted of instruction, curriculum and testing, 
which were almost always initiated by the principal. Sub-
categories of discipline, student placement in programs, 
and activities such as track meets and field days, were 
also topics of conversation. 
Principals said that they allowed teachers much auto-
nomy in decision-making concerning instruction, curriculum 
and testing. Principals indicated that the flexibility in 
decision-making was almost as broad as the school policy 
would allow the teacher. A conversation that illustrates 
the autonomy of the teacher is concerning testing. One 
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teacher asked her RO principal what should be done 
concerning out-of-level testing for slower students on 
achievement tests. The principal allowed the teacher to 
decide what she thought was best for her students and let 
her have the responsibility of the decision. 
In some instances, many teachers were testing dif-
ferently in the same building. For example, some were 
giving out-of-level testing and others chose not to vary 
from the grade level. It was observed by the researcher 
that many curriculum issues were individually decided by 
teachers. 
In the content area of instruction, principals and 
teachers became involved in messages concerning students 
and meetings for staff. The RO principal seemed to be very 
careful in relaying messages to staff members. There was 
extra courtesy and care given to conversation. These three 
RO principals seemed to have special interest in adding 
"please" and "thank you" to all requests. These principals 
also had a tendency to apologize for taking the teacher's 
time to relay messages. 
One such conversation was a principal-initiated con-
versation in which he said, "I'm sorry to bother you, Miss 
Jones, but would you please let Johnny know his mother 
called and that he should go directly to his grandmother's 
house after school? I'm sorry I had to interrupt your 
class but it is almost time to go home. I hope I didn't 
fowl up your lesson by interrupting." It seemed that the 
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principal had put off giving the message as long as possi-
ble as it was almost time to go home. He didn't want the 
teacher to feel he didn't care about interrupting class, 
and he seemed to almost fret that he had caused an inter-
ruption. This type of attitude was characteristic of the 
RO principals in dealing with their teachers. 
RO principals were very polite when making requests in 
gaining information or compliance of duties. In gaining 
compliance of duties, the principal would almost always 
offer a better deal for gaining compliance. For instance, 
one principal requested that the teacher trade bus duties 
with him for one time because the principal had a parent 
conference. In asking for this compliance of the bus duty, 
the principal also offered to take the teacher's students 
for recess the following day. It is interesting to note 
that RO principals did not give any direct orders. It did 
not seem to be in character with the way in which they 
managed their buildings. 
Principals and teachers shared the initiating of inci-
dent reporting. Principals did initiate more conversation 
in relaying incidents as they seemed to feel it would help 
the teacher either in deciding appropriate discipline mea-
sures or as a communication effort for interpersonal rela-
tionships. Principals had a tendency to inform the teacher 
concerning the background of a student if the student was 
having discipline problems. Most usually there were home 
problems that were factors in deciding appropriate measures 
for discipline which the principal considered very im-
portant. 
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The principal did initiate three times as many 
personal conversations as the teachers. Conversations 
involved teasing and joking, greetings, tape recorder 
comments, illness of the teacher and personal or family 
business. Greetings created the largest number of conver-
sation initiations, but tape recorder comments required 
more time in conversation. The personal area seemed very 
important to all three RO principals. 
Comments that were relayed to the researcher by both 
teachers and principals that the teachers were free to make 
decisions concerning their own classroom. From the analy-
sis of tapes, the teachers did not initiate many conversa-
tions, and principals did not seem to want to disturb the 
learning process or disturb the interpersonal relation-
ships. 
Conversations concerning procedures and practices were 
mostly teacher-initiated. The types of questions that were 
asked by the teacher were inquiries concerning why some-
thing had not come _in, such as materials, etc. There were 
also inquiries concerning ordering procedures and requi-
sitions. RO principals seemed to be always concerned as to 
whether teachers had the right materials to work with and 
whether or not they wanted anything. RO principals were so 
concerned with the fact that the teacher had the right and 
responsibility to make his/her own decisions that the 
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principal did everything possible to give the teacher as 
much autonomy as the district would allow. The RO prin-
cipal was always concerned with what the teacher felt 
concerning everything. The RO principal seemed to be more 
teacher-oriented than student-oriented in that he wanted 
the teacher to make all decisions, and worried whether or 
not the teacher was happy. 
In the area of feedback, the principal initiated more 
interactions than did the teachers, although the length of 
conversation was longer when the teachers initiated the 
conversation. There was very little conversation concern-
ing evaluation or feedback on discipline. There was more 
conversation concerning rumor reporting and review of 
teacher performance. There was no conversation concerning 
feedback on school finance, developing teacher talents, 
programs, merit recognition and encouragement or student 
academic performance. The principal did not give much 
feedback during the two days the tapes were analyzed for 
the field study. 
It is interesting to note that there was no conversa-
tion concerning the area of indoctrination of goals. Rules 
were not discussed; ideological commitment and team pro-
grams to meet goals were among the missing subcategories of 
conversation. Principals did not bother their teachers and 
seemed to feel guilty ~f they did take the teachers' time 
for anything. The teacher was left to do his/her own 
thing. 
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Table III portrays a clear picture of the RO principal 
and staff interactions concerning oral communication. The 
categories are listed in priority order as to the total 
number of interactions that were initiated by either the 
principal or the teacher. Job rationale caused the most 
interactions and the most time was involved in these con-
versations. Instructions appeared to be second as to the 
number of interactions with twenty-seven interactions 
taking place with a total of 14 minutes and 38 seconds 
involved in the conversation, which appeared to be fourth 
in the amount of time spent in the interactions. The 
personal area was third according to the number of inter-
actions, but did not require as much conversation time as 
did feedback or procedures and practices. The area of 
feedback was fifth considering the number of interactions, 
but appeared to be third in the total number of minutes 
involved in conversation. 
Note that during the two-day period in which the tapes 
were analyzed, there were a total of ninety conversations, 
with sixty-three of those conversations being principal-
initiated. The total time involved in these conversations 
was 149 minutes and 36 seconds, with 113 minutes and 56 
seconds of that time being principal-initiated. Actually, 
RO principals initiated seventy percent of the total 
conversation with their teachers, with almost seventy-six 








Communication Initiated Initiated TOTAL 
Area No. Min. No. Min. No. Min. 
Job Rationale 7 6:45 22 77:31 29 84:16 
Instructions 6 4:27 21 10:21 27 14:48 
Personal 4 2:42 12. 12:02 16 14:44 
Procedures & 
Practices 7 9:17 3 6:29 10 15:46 
Feedback 3 12:29 5 7:33 8 20:02 
Indoctrination 
of Goals 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTALS 27 35:40 63 113:56 90 149:36 
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No Dominance Oriented Principals 
The three principals participating in the study who 
scored as having no dominance orientation toward a lead-
ership style varied in the management styles of their 
schools. One school was considered to be departmentalized 
in the intermediate grades with the team approach to in-
struction being done on a modified basis. Another school 
seemed very traditional considering individual rooms, etc. 
The third school was heavily involved in child activity 
such as having a traveling artist to get students involved 
on an after-school basis. Through observation by the 
researcher, this school seemed to have more individual 
involvement of students in varied activities than any other 
school that participated in the study. Even though they 
were varied in their management styles, these principals 
had much in common. These principals were very democratic 
and carried out much of the democratic method in their 
approach to teacher conversation. This was obvious by the 
number of dyads recorded on the tapes. 
The oral conversation between the principal and the 
teachers consisted of more principal-initiated conversa-
tions than teacher-initiated conversations. All in all, 
there was much conversation with the interactions being not 
only often but lengthy as well. These principals seemed to 
be very open in conversation with teachers. The NDO prin-
cipals not only solicited information from teachers but 
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gave teachers many suggestions and alternatives from which 
to choose. There was usually a consensus concerning deci-
sions involving situations that included all grade levels. 
In most cases, the majority ruled. 
In situations that did not require group consensus, 
the principal would usually consider the situation very 
carefully before making a decision. He would usually 
verbally state what the problems were, options to solving 
the problems, pros and cons to each option, and then state 
a solution to be implemented. These decisions usually 
involved maintenance, or areas that did not directly affect 
students. Whenever a decision was once made, these princi-
pals did not change their minds easily. It seemed as 
though the first decision was the one with which one must 
live. 
Teachers initiated more conversation than principals 
concerning job rationale with the NDO principals. This 
area had more interactions than any of the other four areas 
of communication. The subcategories that teachers ap-
proached the principals about most were concerning in-
struction, curriculum, and testing. These decisions were 
usually made in faculty meetings or with groups of teachers 
with a particular concern. Teachers also initiated much 
conversation concerning discipline. These NDO principals 
were very much involved in the discipline of the students. 
There were school-wide rules that everyone followed con-
cerning discipline, and all teachers followed these rules. 
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There were many questions that teachers had concerning 
these rules and the answer often had to be clarified 
through a group process. Assertive discipline was a common 
mode of the discipline process among these three schools in 
which the principal had much involvement in the process. 
Other areas where content was important were student 
placement in programs, materials and equipment, activities 
such as field days, and facilities. Principals were very 
concerned about the cleanliness of the facilities and 
initiated much conversation with teachers in keeping the 
facilities in good order. One principal in particular 
asked the teachers every day whether they were satisfied 
with the way in which the custodian had cleaned the room. 
The other NDO principals were also concerned with main-
tenance and facilities. 
The NDO principals seemed to solicit opinions from the 
people involved in a situation in order to make a decision. 
It seemed as though these principals were really attuned to 
what was happening in the building and every classroom. He 
also seemed to know the status of materials and equipment 
the teachers needed. These principals also seemed to be 
knowledgeable concerning classroom instructional activities 
and to have suggestions for teachers concerning these 
activities. 
The NDO principals initiated more conversation in the 
area of personal communication than did the teachers. 
Principals were very open to discussion in the personal 
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area which generated much conversation. Principals teased 
and joked quite often and were available in the mornings 
for greetings. There were also several tape recorder com-
ments, comments about the weather and food, and conversa-
tions concerning personal and family business. The 
teachers were more concerned with personal or family busi-
ness, weather, tape recorder comments, and food: and only 
one teacher initiated a greeting first. 
The subcategories of instructions that demanded more 
of the conversation time concerned requests in gaining com-
pliance of duties. Other areas that were tallied but did 
not demand much conversation included messages concerning 
students and meetings for staff. Requests for gaining in-
formation was also an area of interaction. There were only 
five direct orders given from NDO principals. 
It is interesting to note that principals initiated 
more interactions in the procedures and practices area than 
did teachers. These interactions were mostly to make sure 
teachers did understand the procedures and practices that 
were to be utilized. Teachers inquired concerning poli-
cies, sick leave and substitutes, ordering procedures, 
attendance and Social Rehabilitation Services and school 
functions calendar. Principals were also concerned with 
sick leave, attendance, and the school functions calendar, 
in addition to fire and tornado drills. 
Feedback was provided more by the principal than by 
the teacher. Although feedback did not demand as much 
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conversation time as did the areas of instruction and job 
rationale, it was an important area of interaction, because 
most feedback was given in the subcategory of review of 
teacher performance. Feedback concerning discipline was 
also an area of concern. 
Other important areas were merits recognition and en-
couragement, programs, developing teacher talents, and 
feedback concerning school finance. The NDO principals 
were very generous in giving the teacher words of encour-
agement and yet they were not hesitant to let a teacher 
know in what areas he thought improvement could be made. 
It seemed the teacher always knew where he/she stood with 
the NDO principal. 
Although there was not a great deal of conversation 
concerning the indoctrination of goals, the NDO principals 
did initiate conversation concerning ideological commitment 
of teachers and team programs to meet goals of the school. 
The teachers initiated conversation concerning forming 
rules at the building level. These conversations were held 
in the form of a faculty meeting in most instances. 
Table IV illustrates the communication between the NDO 
principals and staff members. The number of teacher-
initiated interactions were recorded as well as the minutes 
and seconds involved in the conversations. A total number 
of initiations and minutes in every area of communication 
is also indicated on the chart. 
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TABLE IV 
ORAL COMMUNICATION OF 
NO DOMINANT ORIENTED 
PRINCIPALS 
Teacher Principal 
Communication Initiated Initiated TOTAL 
Area No. Min. No. Min. No. Min. 
Job Rationale 54 107:35 36 88:25 90 196:00 
Personal 28 26:00 so 32:40 78 58:40 
Instructions 19 13:58 44 18:44 63 32:42 
Procedures & 
Practices 14 25:02 16---- 34: 14 30 60:07 
Feedback 3 4:03 14 20:22 17 24:25 
Indoctrination 
of Goals 2 :27 5 25:59 7 26:26 
TOTALS 120. 177: 56 165 220:24 285 398:20 
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The communication areas are listed in priority order 
as to the most number of interactions. The time involved 
in the conversations did not follow the same pattern as the 
number of interactions. 
The order in which the categories ranked according to 
the minutes involved in conversation were job rationale, 
procedures and practices, personal, instruction, indoctrin-
ation of goals, and feedback. It is interesting to note 
that feedback required less time than any other area of 
communication. In fact, eight times more time was spent in 
the area of job rationale than the area of feedback. 
Of the total 285 initiations, 165 were principal-
oriented. This indicates that approximately fifty-eight 
percent of the number of interactions were principal-
initiated. Approximately fifty-five percent of the total 
time was initiated by the principal. 
Task Oriented Principals 
The three principals who participated in the study who 
scored as being TO had schools that were similar in size, 
program offerings, type of clientele, and were very much 
alike in their leadership styles and the management of 
their schools. These schools included the basic subjects 
but also involved the students in much art, music, and 
physical education programs. The walls were decorated with 
student-made murals in one building. These principals 
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seemed very much alike in their leadership styles and the 
management of their schools. 
The TO principals seemed to have a need to get things 
done. In order to get things done, these principals had a 
tendency to direct and supervise the actions of subordi-
nates. Teachers seemed to be very concerned about getting 
things done in the correct manner. Not only was the task 
accomplishment important but the procedures to accomplish 
the task seemed to be of concern to both the principal and 
the teachers. The TO principals seemed to be strongly mo-
tivated to successfuly accomplish any task to which they 
had committed themselves. They seemed to feel most com-
fortable when the teachers had very clear guidelines from 
which to work. Almost always, the principal would make 
sure there were rules for each teacher, as well as the stu-
dent, to follow. If there were no guidelines, the teacher 
would not hesitate to initiate conversation to find out 
what procedure the principal wanted the teacher to pursue. 
In the schools in which TO principals were leaders, the 
teachers seemed to be content and pleasant. The climate 
was one of task and business. 
In the total conversations the teachers initiated a 
little more interaction than did the principals. Teachers 
seemed to want to find out exactly the what, when, where, 
and the how of everything before proceeding with a project. 
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Conversation concerning the most interactions was in 
the personal area. The principals initiated most of the 
interactions in this area. Principals were greeting teach-
ers often and teasing and joking with them. There were 
several tape recorder comments. The weather, food, and per-
sonal or family business were other areas of conversation. 
Discussions were often held concerning these personal areas 
and subareas and not just during break time, but when they 
met in hallways, etc. Teachers did not initiate greetings 
as often as the principal but they initiated conversation 
concerning tape recorder comments, illness of teacher, and 
weather; and much of the conversation was concerning per-
sonal or family business which is an indication of the 
interest shown by the principal. Even though task accom-
plishment seemed to be more important to the principal than 
interpersonal relationships, the principal was usually very 
friendly and personable to the teachers. When other areas 
of communication were·involved, the principal had a ten-
dency to become authoritative or directive in his manner. 
The principals seemed to like having things done in a step-
by-step method and the teachers didn't seem to object. 
Teachers initiated four times as much conversation as 
principals in the area of job rationale. Teachers asked 
questions concerning testing until the exact procedure was 
evident and the teacher felt comfortable with the informa-
tion received. For instance, the following conversation is 
taken from one of the analyzed tapes, which has been chosen 
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as an example because it is so typical of the majority of 
the tapes: 
Mrs. R: When will we be testing with the 
ITBS? 
TO #1: I have that schedule that I just fin-
ished and your time for testing is Monday, 
Tuesday, and Wednesday mornings of next 
week. 
Mrs. R: What time will I begin? 
TO #1: 9:00 a.m. and you should finish be-
fore morning recess. If you don't think 
you will be able to do that, I need to 
know soon so that we can change the 
schedule. 
Mrs. R: No, that will be fine ••• what about 
people that are absent? Do I test them 
later? 
TO #1: No, I plan to let Nancy (the Chapter 
I teacher) to take care of those during 
the afternoons of the following week. 
Mrs. R: When do I pick up the booklets? 
TO #1: I will bring them to you first thing 
Monday morning but I will put the teacher 
manual in your box on Friday. Don't for-
get to st~dy it this weekend. 
Mrs. R: I would like to get the names on the 
booklets by Monday. Would that be possi-
ble? 
TO il: Not if I don't get them to you until 
Monday. You can do that during your 
thirty minutes before class begins on 
Monday. 
Mrs. R: OK. I will study the manual over the 
weekend and be ready to put the names on 
the booklets first thing Monday morning. 
TO #1: Do you have any other questions about 
how the testing is to be done? 
Mrs. R: No, I think I have it all in mind. 
Mrs. R left the office without any more comment. The 
teacher apparently left the office satisfied with the 
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answers she had received. This type of conversation was 
the case more often than not with TO principals. 
Other subcategories of job rationale that teachers 
initiated conversation with the principal were those of 
discipline, placement of students in appropriate educa-
tional programs, and use of material and equipment. Con-
versations were similar to the one concerning testing as to 
the way the principal and teacher interacted. 
The area of instructions caused many interactions, but 
did not require as much time as other areas of the conver-
sation time of the TO principal and his staff. More ini-
tiations were made by the principal in this area, with most 
conversation centering on gaining information and giving 
direct orders. Other subcategories included messages con-
cerning students and meetings for staff~ The manner in 
which the principal gave messages was quite definite. 
It was common for a principal to call the teacher on 
the intercom to relay a message to a student. The message 
would most usually be similar to this: "Mrs. Smith, tell 
Jimmy to come to the front door in five minutes. His 
mother will be here to pick him up for the dentist." 
was very little else said except the exact message. 
There 
There 
were no apologies for having interrupted the class, or 
courtesies such as "please" or "thank you." 
Teachers initiated conversation very often to gain in-
formation but the principals initiated more conversation in 
the broad area of instructions. Teachers would often begin 
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questions with, "How do you want me to do this?" They also 
asked questions such as, "Did you want me to order this 
material? Where is the paper? Did you decide about the 
field trip yet? What day of next week would be best for 
our track meet? Do kids have to wear shoes during the 
track meet?" 
Teachers initiated conversation concerning procedures 
and practices to learn procedure for sick leave, attendance 
for students, and fire and tornado drills. Areas in which 
principals began conversations include sick leave, ordering 
procedures, student attendance, extracurricular activities, 
salaries, and fire and tornado drills. Again, teachers' 
conversations most often began with, "How would you like 
for us to leave the building for the fire drill?" "What is 
the procedure for asking for a three-day sick leave?" 
Feedback was minimal according to the other areas of 
conversation. There were a few areas where only one inter-
action was analyzed during the two-day period for all three 
principals. These areas included review of teacher per-
formance, school activities, discipline feedback, merit 
recognition, and feedback concerning programs. Feedback 
did not seem to be an area of conversation that had prior-
ity of time or interaction. 
Indoctrination of goals was another area of no concern 
during this two-day period of analyzing tapes. There was 
no conversation in any of the three schools during this 
time concerning goals, forming rules at the building level, 
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ideological commitment, or the idea of working together to 
form a team effort to meet goals of the district. 
Even though the teachers initiated more conversation 
concerning oral communication, the principals always seemed 
to have an answer for the question. The principal did not 
give the teacher an opportunity to have autonomy within the 
school or even within his/her own classroom. This did not 
adversely affect the climate of communication within the 
school. The teachers knew exactly what they were supposed 
to do and how to do it. 
An accurate account of the interactions, time and con-
tent of the TO principals and their staff members is given 
on Table v. The communication areas are listed in a pri-
ority order as to the total number of interactions between 
the principals and staff members. The length of interac-
tions did not follow the same pattern as did the number of 
interactions. The priority listing for the length of time 
spent in conversation are job rationale, personal, instruc-
tion, procedures and practices, and feedback. 
The area of job rationale seemed to be the area with 
the most discrepancy as to whether the teacher or principal 
initiated the conversation. Teachers initiated four times 
more interactions than did their principals with the teach-
ers initiating ten times more conversation according to the 



















No. Min. No. Min. 
35 29:59 46 18:06 
40 103:25 10 10:30 
17 6:53 30 13:59 
7 7:43 9 8:07 
4 1:38 5 2:39 
0 0 0 0 












Although the total number of interactions between 
principal and teacher were about equal, the length of time 
involved in interactions was definitely dominated by the 
teachers. Actually, approximately seventy-four percent of 
the total conversation time was teacher-initiated, leaving 
only twenty-six percent of the conversation time being ini-
tiated by the principal. 
CHAPTER V 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS 
OF QUANTITATIVE DATA 
Introduction 
All nine schools, in most instances, are similar in 
that they have relatively uniform physical facilities. The 
schools are equipped much the same, with approximately the 
same number of classrooms, and have other special classes 
such as physical education, music, art, and special educa-
tion as part of the scenario. They also provide similar 
curricula such as reading, language arts, math, science, 
social studies, as well as other academic areas. These are 
common properties of the schools, but they are not the 
focus in analyzing the schooling processes. 
In an elementary school, the flow of events and activ-
ities of the school creates a distinctive context in which 
social relationships emerge and become the communication 
basis for which satisfaction is on a continuuim of being 
either positive or negative. 
Communicator styles, oral communication, and subordi-
nate communication satisfaction are studied in relation-
ship to leadership style of the principal to determine what 





In comparing the groups of RO, NDO, and TO principals 
on the Norton Communicator Style Measure, the RO principals 
rated as being the least dominant. These three principals 
simply did not tend to take charge in social interactions. 
The NDO principals rated as being the most dominant of all 
three groups of principals, although the TO principals 
rated second. The NDO and TO principals rated in the 
"sometimes" range. In other words, NDO principals were not 
heavily dominant although they were the most dominant of 
the three groups. The TO principals rated in the same 
range whereas the RO principals rated as being "seldom" 
dominant. It is interesting to note that one RO principal 
did rate as being "often" dominant and in most social 
situations he tends to come on strong. However, the 
average of the principals indicated that the RO principals 
were the least dominant of all three groups. 
Dramatic 
All three groups of principals rated in the "some-
times" range of being dramatic. The TO principals were 
rated as being the most dramatic with the NDO principals 
rating next. The RO principals were rated as being the 
least dramatic. According to the CSM, the TO principals' 
speech was more picturesque; they more frequently verbally 
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exaggerated to emphasize a point; they more frequently 
physically and vocally acted out what they want to communi-
cate; and they contended that they tell jokes, anecdotes, 
and stories when they communicate. 
Contentious 
TO principals were rated as being the least conten-
tious of the three groups, with NDO principals rated as 
being the most contentious. NDO principals sometimes had a 
hard time stopping themselves once they got wound up in a 
heated discussion. RO principals also rated in the "some-
times" range in this area but the NDO principals rated 
almost in the "often" range. NDO principals would more 
often insist that other people document or present some 
kind of proof for what they were arguing; they insisted 
upon very precise definitions in arguments; they more often 
challenged people with whom they disagreed; and they tended 
to be the most argumentative of the three groups. TO 
principals seldom felt they were argumentative and seldom 
asked for documentation during arguments. 
Animated 
The TO principals rated as being the most animated of 
the three groups. The NDO principals rated as being the 
least animated of the three groups even though they rated 
in the "sometimes" range. TO principals indicate that they 
actively use facial expressions when they com..municate. 
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Although NDO principals contend that they are sometimes 
expressive nonverbally in social situations, TO principals 
contend they are very expressive nonverbally. TO princi-
pals admit that they often gesture when they communicate; 
they generally expose their emotional state without saying 
anything; and their eyes tend to reflect to a very great 
degree exactly what they are feeling. RO principals rate 
in the "often" range along with the TO principals but the 
ratings were less definite. 
Impression Leaving 
The TO principals claimed to be the most impression-
leaving of the three groups. The NDO principals claimed to 
be the least impression-leaving of the three groups. The 
RO principals rated in the "often" range along with the TO 
principals. 
The NDO principals feel they only sometimes leave 
people with an impression which they tend to remember but 
the TO and RO principals feel they often leave an impres-
sion which people tend to remember, especially with what is 
communicated verbally. ~o principals feel they are more 
impression-leaving than the RO principals. TO principals 
claim first impressions that they make on people causes 
them to react to them, whereas NDO principals feel they 
make less of a first impression on people. 
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Relaxed 
The RO and NDO principals rated the same as to the 
degree of seeing themselves as being relaxed communica-
tors. TO principals rated as being the least relaxed of 
the three groups. TO principals were more conscious of 
nervous mannerisms in their speech than either the RO or 
NDO principals. TO principals see themselves as less calm 
and collected when they talk than do the RO or NDO princi-
pals. RO and NDO principals tend to come across as relaxed 
speakers more so than the TO principals. In fact, the RO 
and NDO principals see themselves as more relaxed in their 
total communication than do TO principals. 
Attentive 
TO principals rated as being the most attentive 
communicators of the three groups. NDO principals rated 
next as being sometimes attentive, along with the RO 
principals who also rated in the sometimes range. TO 
principals can often repeat back to a person exactly what 
was said, whereas the RO and NDO principals can only 
sometimes repeat back to a person exactly what was said. 
TO principals feel they show that they are very empathetic 
with people1 they are very attentive as communicators1 they 
really like to listen to people carefully; and they don't 
just deliberately react in such a way that people know that 
they are listening to them. 
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RO principals rated themselves as being the most open 
of all three groups. The TO principals rated next with the 
NDO principals rating themselves as being the least open of 
the groups. RO principals readily reveal personal things 
about themselves; they feel they are extremely open com-
municators; as a rule, they openly express their feelings 
and emotions; and they would rather be open and honest with 
a person than closed and dishonest, even if it is painful 
for that person. NDO principals usually do not tell people 
very much about themselves until they get to know others 
quite well. 
Friendly 
TO principals claim to be the most friendly. RO 
principals also claim to be often friendly but not as 
friendly as TO principals. NDO principals claim to be 
sometimes friendly. TO principals always prefer to be 
tactful; try to be very encouraging to people; claim to be 
very friendly communicators; and they make it a habit to 
acknowledge verbally others' contributions. NDO principals 
least often express admiration to a person even if they do 
not strongly feel it. 
Communicator Image 
All three groups of principals rated in the sometimes 
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range of communicator image. The NDO and TO principals 
had a more favorable image of them-selves than did the RO 
principals, although the scores were very close. All 
three groups felt that sometimes the way in which they 
communicate influences their lives both positively and 
dramatically. They feel they are sometimes very good 
communicators and they find it sometimes extremely easy 
to maintain a conversation with a member of the opposite 
sex whom they have just met. 
Of the three groups, the TO principals rated them-
selves as the most dramatic, the most animated, the most 
impression leaving, the most attentive and the most friend-
ly. They claim to be the least contentious and relaxed in 
communicating. 
As communicators, the NDO principals rated themselves 
as being the most dominant, the most contentious, the most 
relaxed but the least animated, the least impression leav-
ing, the least open and the least friendly of the three 
groups. 
The RO principals claimed to be the most relaxed and 
the most open communicators of the three groups: however, 
they claimed to be the least dominant, the least dramatic, 
and the least attentive of the groups. Table VI explains 
the mean averages of each group of principals (relation-
ship-oriented, no dominance orientation, and task-oriented) 
that were the outcomes on the Norton Communicator Style 
Measure. 
TABLE VI 


























































The table indicates which group of principals were 
·rated "most" or "least" in each of the categories listed on 
the measure. A scale is given to clarify whether a group 
of principals rated as "almost always" to "almost never" on 
the instrument. 
It is interesting to note that NDO principals rated 
"least" the most number of times and that the TO principals 
rated "most" the most number of times. The RO principals 
rated in the middle six out of the nine times. 
All three groups rated themselves; the communicator 
style is therefore a perception the principal had of 
himself. 
Subordinate Communication Satisfaction 
Corporate Perspective 
The TO principals who participated in the study had 
staff members who were the most satisfied in the area of 
corporate perspective. They were more satisfied with in-
formation they received about company policies and goals, 
government action affecting their schools, relations with 
unions, and with information about accomplishments and/or 
failures of the school. The subordinates of the RO princi-
pals were least satisfied in this area of communication 
satisfaction. The subordinates of the NDO principals rated 
somewhat satisfied in this area, which was also how the 
subordinates of the RO principals rated their satisfaction. 
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Personal Feedback 
The subordinates of RO principals indicated that they 
were the least satisfied of the three groups in the area of 
personal feedback. Information about how the subordinate's 
job compared with others, information about how a person is 
being jud9ed, and recognition of efforts were areas of con-
cern for these teachers. The TO principals had the most 
satisfied teachers in this area of the three groups, which 
meant that they were more satisfied concerning reports on 
how problems in the job were being handled and the extent 
to which superiors knew and understood the problems faced 
by subordinates. 
Organizational Integration 
All three groups rated in the satisfied range concerning 
this area of communication. The TO principals had subor-
dinates that were the most satisfied of the groups. Infor-
mation concerning progress in the job, personnel news, 
departmental policies and goals, and requirements of the 
job, were concerns with which these subordinates were sat-
isfied. The RO principals had subordinates who were the 
least satisfied in the area of organizational integration. 
Relationship with Supervisor 
All three groups rated in the range of being satisfied 
with the relationship with their supervisor. The 
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subordinates of the TO principals rated as being the most 
satisfied with the extent to which the supervisor offered 
guidance for solving job-related problems, and they thought 
their principals were open to ideas. These subordinates 
also thought the school's publications were interesting and 
helpful. The subordinates of the RO prinicpals indicated 
that they were the least satisfied of the three groups in 
this area. They were especially concerned about the amount 
of supervision given them being the right amount. 
Communication Climate 
The subordinates of TO principals seemed to be the 
most satisfied of the three groups in the area of communi-
cation climate. The communication climate includes the 
appropriate handling of conflicts through proper communi-
cation channels; the extent to which the school's communi-
cation makes the subordinate identify with it or feel a 
vital part of it; and the perception that people in the 
school have great ability as communicators. RO principals 
had subordinates who were the least satisfied with com-
munication climate. They were least satisfied with the 
extent to which the school's communication motivated and 
stimulated an enthusiasm for meeting its goals. 
Horizontal Communication 
The NDO principals' subordinates were the most satis-
fied in the area of horizontal communication. They were 
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satisfied with the extent to which the grapevine was active 
in their organization; the horizontal communication with 
other employees was accurate and free-flowing; the 
practices of communication were adaptable to emergencies; 
the work group was compatible and informal communication 
was active and accurate. The subordinates of the RO 
principals were the least satisfied concerning this area of 
communication. The subordinates of the TO principals 
ranked second concerning the horizontal communication 
satisfaction. 
Media Quality 
The subordinates of the NDO principals were the most 
satisfied with the media quality of the school. These 
subordinates felt their meetings were well organized; 
written directives and reports were clear and concise; 
attitudes toward communication in the school were basically 
healthy; and the amount of communication in the school was 
about right. RO principals had subordinates who were the 
least satisfied with the media quality although they ranked 
in the satisfied range. In fact, all three groups ranked 
in the satisfied range concerning media quality. 
Although the subordinates of RO principals ranked the 
least satisfied in every area of communication, they ranked 
as being satisfied in three areas: organizational inte-
gration, relationship with supervisor, and media quality. 
The areas in which the subordinates of NDO principals 
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ranked as satisfied were organizational integration, rela-
tionship with supervisor, horizontal communication, and 
media quality. The subordinates of the TO principals 
ranked satisfied in every area of communication except per-
sonal feedback, although they were the most satisfied of 
the three groups in this area. 
It is interesting to note that only TO principals had 
subordinates that were satisfied in the areas of corporate 
perspective and communication climate. None of the three 
groups ranked as being satisfied in the area of personal 
feedback. All three groups of subordinates ranked as being 
satisfied in organizational integration, relationship with 
supervisor, and media quality. Table VII relates the 
information concerning the Communication Satisfaction 
Questionnaire. The staff members of each of the three 
groups of principals completed the questionnaires. Mean 
averages are given for each group of teachers concerning 
the categories listed on the communication satisfaction 
questionnaire. 
Areas marked with an asterisk indicate that these are 
the areas in which staff members are satisfied with the 
communication categories. A scale is given to indicate 
what area staff members ranked the communication areas as 
being "very satisfied" to "very dissatisfied." 
It is interesting to note that relationship-oriented 
principals had staff members that were satisfied in only 
three of the seven areas; no dominance oriented principals 
TABLE VII 
COMMUNICATION SATISFACTION QUESTIONNAIRE 
Relationship Oriented Principals 
Corporate Personal Organization Relationship Communication . Horizontal Media 
Perspective Feedback Integration w/Supervisor Climate Communication Quality 
15.88 15.68 13.75* 13.92* 15.72 14.05 13.46* 
No Dominance Oriented Principals 
Corporate Personal Organization Re 1at1onship Communication Horizontal Hedi a 
Perspective Feedback Integration w/Supervisor Climate Communi catt on Quality 
15.82 14.90 13.11* 12.63* 14.47 13.51* 12.01* 
Task Oriented Principals 
Corporate Personal Organization Relationship Communication Horizontal Media 
Perspective Feedback Integration w/Superv1sor Climate Communication Quality 
13.89* 14.68 12.48* 12.05* 13.60* 13.72* 12.11* 
5-9 Very Satisfied 19-21 lndi fferent 
*9-13 Satisfied 22-26 Somewhat Dissatisfied 
14-18 Somewhat Satisfied 27-31 01 ssaU sfted 




had staff members that were satisfied in four areas of 
communication; and the task-oriented principals had staff 
members who were satisfied in six of the seven categories 
listed on the communication satisfaction questionnaire. 
Oral Communication 
Instructions 
Of the three groups of NDO principals, teachers initiated 
the most conversation in the area of instructions. The 
subcategories were identified as messages concerning 
students, meetings for staff, requests for gaining 
information, and incident reporting. TO principals had 
teachers who initiated conversation relating to messages 
concerning students, meetings for staff, requests for gain-
ing information, and incident reporting. TO principals had 
teachers who initiated conversation relating to messages 
concerning students, meetings for staff, requests in gain-
ing information, and incident reporting. The RO principals 
had subordinates who initiated the least conversation in 
the area of instruction. The conversation consisted of 
requests for gaining information and incident reporting. 
Principals initiated more conversation in this area 
than did teachers. Most of the principals' conversation 
centered around requests in gaining information from teach-
ers. Principals needed information from teachers concern-
ing various areas especially in asking questions about stu-
dents, materials, and discipline. Some of the schools were 
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involved in assertive discipline and this program seemed to 
require more principal involvement with the teachers. 
Job Rationale 
RO principals initiated more conversation than did the 
other principals in the subcategory area of job rationale 
which includes instruction, curriculum, and testing. The 
teachers of the RO principals initiated more information in 
this particular subcategory than did the other groups of 
teachers. 
In the entire area of job rationale the teachers of 
NDO and TO principals initiated much more conversation than 
did principals. The RO principals, on the other hand, 
initiated more conversation in this area than did their 
teachers. 
In the area of procedures and practices the teachers 
of RO principals initiated more conversation than did their 
principals. The NDO and TO principals, on the other hand, 
initiated more conversation in this area than their 
teachers. The NDO principals and their staffs had much 
more conversation in this area than either the RO or TO 
groups. 
Teachers initiated hardly any information in the area 
of feedback. The RO and TO principals did not initiate 
much conversation in this area either. The NDO principals 
initiated more conversation than any other principal group 
in the area of feedback. Since these principals were more 
participating in the decision-making process with their 
staffs, more conversation was apparent in this area of 
feedback, especially in respect to teacher performance 
review and the encouragement of staff members' efforts. 
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The only group of principals or teachers to initiate 
conversation in the area of indoctrination of goals was the 
NDO principals and his teachers. Neither the RO or TO 
principals or their staffs had conversation concerning in-
doctrination of goals. 
The personal area was interesting in that the teachers 
of RO principals did not initiate much conversation at all 
and the principals initiated three times as much conversa-
tion. The TO principals initiated more interactions than 
his teachers in this personal area; however, the initia-
tions of the teachers required more time. NDO prinicpals 
initiated twice as many interactions as their teachers, but 
the initiations of the teachers required more time in con-
versation. 
Total conversation indicated that RO principals and 
their staffs had the least conversation of the three 
groups. The RO principals initiated almost three times 
as many interactions as their teachers initiated, as 
well as three times as much time being required for the 
conversation. 
The TO principals, on the other hand, had teachers who 
initiated a few more interactions than did their princi-
pals. In addition, the conversations required three times 
as much time. The TO principals received more upward 
communication than any other group of principals. 
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The NDO principals and their teachers had more con-
versation than the other two groups; however, principals 
not only initiated more interactions but their conversa-
tions lasted longer. The NDO principals were involved in 
more downward communication than the TO principals. It 
seemed there was more participation in both directions with 
the NDO principals when the tapes were being analyzed and 
it was a surprise to find that the NDO principals did, in 
fact, initiate more conversation than did their teachers. 
Total Communication of principals with staff members 
is listed in Table VIII. The content areas, number of 
interactions, and length of interactions are illustrated in 
this table for each of three groups of leadership styles of 
principals (relationship-oriented, no-dominance-oriented, 
and task-oriented) with their staff members. The content 
areas included instruction, job rationale procedures and 
practices, feedback, indoctrination of goals, and personal. 
The number of interactions and the length of interactions 
in each of the categories are listed for each group of 
principals. Totals of conversation interactions are given 
for both principals and teachers with grand totals 
included. 
Note the comparisons of each of the three leadership 
styles as to the number of interactions and the length of 


















Relationship-Oriented No Dominance-Oriented 
Number Minutes Number Minutes 
27 14:48 63 32:42 
29 84:16 .. 90 196:00 
10 15:46 30 60:07 
8 20:02 17 24:25 
0 0 7 26:26 
16 14:44 78 58:40 
63 113:56 165 220:24 
27 35:40 120 177:56 














For instance, in the category of instruction, the RO 
group initiated twenty-seven interactions; the NDO group 
initiated sixty-three interactions; and the TO group 
initiated forty-seven interactions. The interactions of 
the RO group required 14 minutes and 48 seconds, while 
the NDO group required 32 minutes and 42 seconds for their 
interactions, and the TO group required 20 minutes and 52 
seconds for their interactions. There seems to be more 
differences among the number of interactions factor than 




It appears that the ·principal is the most important 
influence concerning satisfaction of communication within 
the principal/teacher dyad. Even if the organization of 
activities and style of the communicator provides the set-
ting in which principals and teachers interact and communi-
cation satisfaction or dissatisfaction is formed, it is the 
principal, after all, who promotes or limits content in 
conversations. 
Communicator Style 
Principals having different leadership styles differ 
in communicator style in relationship to teachers in the 
following ways. 
The relationship-oriented principals have subordinates 
who are least satisfied with the communication process in 
their schools. The self-perceived communicator style of 
these principals includes having the qualities of being: 
1. extremely open and expressive; 
2. least dominant of the three groups studied; 
3. least dramatic of the three groups studied; 
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4. sometimes contentious; 
S. sometimes argumentative; 
6. often animated; 
7. often friendly; 
8. most open of the groups studied; 
9. expressive through gesturing. 
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These principals-related to teachers in a way so as 
not to offend them. These principals seemed to search for 
ways to reduce negative feelings with their teachers. 
The no-dominance-oriented principals have subordi-
nates who are more satisfied than subordinates who had 
relationship-oriented principals. The self-perceived 
communicator style of these principals includes the 





4. able to speak frequently in social situations; 
S. insistent upon precise definitions in 
conversation. 
According to the three groups of principals that 
studied, these no-dominance-oriented principals were: 
1. least animated; 
2. least impression-leaving; 
3. least attentive; 
4. least open; 
s. least friendly; 
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6. not necessarily tactful; 
7. not empathetic. 
The self-perceived qualities of conununicator style for 
NDO principals did not seem congruent with the information 
gathered from the tapes that were studied for content, fre-
quency and length of conversation. The researcher noticed 
that these principals most often involved entire staffs in 
the decision-making process when the decision affected 
entire groups. The researcher concluded that these princi-
pals were the most democratic through group decision-making 
of all the groups of principals that were involved in the 
study. 
The task-oriented principals have subordinates who are 
the most satisfied. These principals perceived themselves 
as having qualities of being: 
1. sometimes dominant; 
2. fairly strong in social situations; 
3. dramatic; 
4. verbally expressive; 
5. animated; 
6. expressive non-verbally; 
7. impression-leaving; 
8. attentive; 
9. empathy oriented; 
10. friendly and tactful; 
11. able to acknowledge others' contributions. 
The other dimensions to the self-perceived 
communicator style of these principals are: 
1. not being contentious; 
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2. being seldom challenging with others with whom 
they disagree; 
3. being less relaxed and calm than others; 
4. not necessarily open as communicators. 
These principals have developed a style that worked 
with people without baring their souls. 
Subordinate Communication Satisfaction 
Principals having different leadership styles differ 
with regard to the subordinate communication satisfaction. 
The relationship-oriented principals had teachers who 
were the least satisfied in all areas of the communication 
process of all three groups that were studied. Even though 
these teachers rated the least satisfied in all areas, the 
following areas were rated as having the most satisfaction: 
1. organizational integration; 
2. information concerning progress in a job; 
3. personnel news; 
4. relationship with supervisor; 
5. guidance by the supervisor; 
6. openness to ideas of supervisor; 
7. amount of supervision; 
a. media quality; 
9. well-organized meetings; 
10. clear and concise written direciives and 
reports; 
11. communication attitudes of the school being 
healthy; 
12. amount of communication. 
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The areas receiving the most dissatisfaction include: 
1. corporate perspective; 
2. information concerning policies and goals; 
3. information about school's financial standing; 
4. information about accomplishments and failures 
of the school. 
The no-dominance-oriented principals had teachers who 
were more satisfied with the communication process than the 
subordinates of the relationship-oriented principals. The 
areas of most satisfaciton for this group of subordinates 
include: 
1. media quality; 
2. amount of communication from the principal; 
3. attitudes toward communication; 
4. relationship with principal; 
5. amount of supervision; 
6. principal being open to new ideas; 
7. organizational integration; 
8. information about government legislation; 
9. information about relations with teacher 
associations; 
10. horizontal communication; 
11. extent of activity of the grapevine in the 
school; 
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12~ accuracy of horizontal communication with other 
teachers; 
The areas receiving the most dissatisfaction for the 
subordinates of no-dominance-oriented principals include: 
1. corporate perspective; 
2. policies and goals of the school; 
3. personal feedback; 
4. recognition of teacher efforts; 
S. principal knowing and understanding problems 
faced by teachers; 
6. how problems are handled. 
The task-oriented principals had teachers who were the 
most satisfied with the communication process of all the 
groups that were studied. The areas of most satisfaction 
for this group of subordinates include: 
1. relationship· with supervisor; 
2. principal listens and pays attention to teachers; 
3. principal offers guidance for solving problems; 
4. media quality; 
S. well-organized meetings by the principal; 
6. well-written reports and directives; 
7. organizational integration; 
8. information concerning progress; 
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9a information concerning requirements of the 
position; 
lOa communication climate; 
11. enthusiasm of other subordinates; 
12. school communication fitting teachers' needs; 
13. proper handling of conflicts through 
communication; 
14. horizontal communication; 
15. free-flowing communication with other teachers; 
16. communication practices being adaptable to 
emergencies; 
17. corporate perspective; 
18. information concerning school policies and goals. 
The areas receiving the least satisfaction for the 
subordinates of the task-oriented principals include: 
1. personal feedback; 
2. comparison of how teachers' positions compare 
with each other's; 
3. information concerning evaluation; 
4. recognition of teachers' efforts; 
Oral Communication 
Principals having different leadership styles differ 
in oral communication with their teachers. 
The relationship-oriented principals communicate the 
least amount of time and also have the least number of 
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interactions with their teachers than the other groups 
studied. These principals and their subordinates tend to 
center conversation around the following content, in this 
particular order, with the principal initiating most of the 
conversation: 
1. job rationale concerning instruction, curriculum, 
and testing; and activities such as track meets 
and field days; 
2. instructions concerning messages for students, 
requests in order to gain information and compli-
ance of duties; 
3. personal, relating to illness; 
4. procedures and practices, funding district 
budget, and negotiation procedures; 
5. feedback, rumor reporting, and review of teacher 
performance; 
The areas of communication in which relationship-
oriented principals did not have interactions were: 
1. indoctrination of goals; 
2. feedback concerning school activities; 
3. free lunches and books; 
4. fire and tornado drills; 
5. salaries; 
6. attendance; 
7. ordering procedures; 
8. giving direct orders; 
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The relationship-oriented principals tended to 
show much concern as to whether teachers were satisfied 
in their work. These principals stated that they tended 
to leave decisions to the teacher's judgments This 
indicates that these principals thought teachers desired 
autonomy in the instructional process when, in fact, 
teachers may have been actually wanting to be told what 
to do. 
The no-dominance-oriented principals generated the 
most conversation with their teachers. These principals 
and their subordinates' had conversation in almost all cate-
gories and subcategories listed on the tally sheet. Areas 
in which the most conversation was generated tended to cen-
ter around the following subjects, in this order of impor-
tance, with the principal initiating more conversation than 
the teacher: 
1. job rationale concerning instruction, curriculum, 
and testing; discipline; student placement in 
programs; materials and equipment; and 
facilities; 
2. personal, especially with personal or family 
business; 
3. Instructions concerning requests of gaining 
information; 
4. procedures and practices concerning attendance 
and negotiation procedures; 
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5. feedback concerning teacher performance1 
6. indoctrination of goals including team programs 
to meet goals; 
Areas that were neglected in conversation between the 
no-dominance-oriented principals and their subordinates 
include: 
1. funding the district's budget; 
2. extra curricular activities; 
3. school district calendar; 
4. evaluation; 
5. rumor reporting; 
6. teacher illness. 
The no-dominance-oriented principals appeared to be 
the most democratic of the three groups in the decision-
making process with their teachers. The subordinates of 
the NDO principals shared equally with the principal in the 
decision-making process. These principals had subordinates 
who communicated with other subordinates more often than 
any other groups studied, according to the informal data 
that was gathered by the researcher. NDO subordinates were 
not al~ays happy with their co-workers since majority was 
the rule and at times the minority became sore losers. 
Most of these groups, however, were very cooperative and 
were very democratic in accepting majority rule. 
The task-oriented principals had an almost equal 
number of interactions with their subordinates; however, 
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more time was spent in conversation that teachers initiated 
than in conversation that principals initiated. Areas in 
which conversation was generated according to the most 
number of interactions include: 
1. personal conversations relating to illness of 
teachers and personal or family business; 
2. job rationale including instruction, curriculum, 
and testing; discipline; student placement in 
programs; materials and equipment; and 
activities; 
3. instructions concerning gaining information, 
compliance of duties, and giving direct orders; 
4. procedures and practices including ordering 
procedures, attendance, salaries, fire and 
tornado drills, and free lunches and books; 
Areas that were neglected in conversation between the 
task-oriented principal and his staff members were: 
1. policies; 
2. funding for district's budget; 
3. school functio~s calendar; 
4. negotiation procedures; 
5. evaluation; 
6. discipline feedback; 
7. rumor reporting; 
8. developing teacher talents; 
9. indoctrination of goals; 
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10. building level rules1 
11. ideological commitment. 
Principals who are task-oriented chose to use a high 
proportion of direction giving in the form of orders in 
their conversation. Since the number of interactions were 
almost equal between the principal and teachers, an 
openness between the TO principal and his staff is implied. 
The researcher found that these teachers were unusually 
apprehensive concerning whether they were doing what the 
principal wanted. It was found that these teachers would 
more often than not question the principal in the most min-
ute detail concerning the what, how, and when he wanted 
something done. These teachers appeared not to carry much 
responsibility or be involved in higher levels of thinking 
as to decision-making. Indications are that satisfaction 
resulted not only because they knew exactly what to do but 
also because they were bothered with decision-making. 
Teachers who rely primarily on the exercise of formal, 
institutional authority will not be able to develop effec-
tive bonds that promote willing compliance, the motivation 
to learn, and a communication among their co-workers. 
Comparison of all Three Leadership 
Styles and Other Studies 
Principals who are task-oriented may choose to use a 
high proportion of direction giving in the form of orders 
in their conversation. Likewise, principals who are less 
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task-oriented may choose the requesting of compliance con-
cerning duties from teachers. 
The conclusions of this study agree in part with 
Baird (1974) who found that the majority of superior-
subordinate interaction concerns were task issues. This 
is true with the RO and NDO principals and their staff 
members. However, with the TO principals and their staffs, 
it was found that the interactions were nearly the same in 
number, although the length of interactions was greater if 
the teacher initiated the conversation. Also, the personal 
area required more interactions but not more time than any 
other area of content with the TO principals and their 
staffs. This contrasts with what Dubin and Spray {1964) 
reported. 
They reported that superiors are more likely than sub-
ordinates to initiate interactions and that messages are 
usually impersonal in nature. It is significant to note 
that the subordinates of the TO principals were the most 
satisfied in most areas of communication of all the three 
groups studied. 
Since the TO principals had staffs that were the 
most satisfied of all three groups, conclusions are that 
upward communication has an impact on satisfaction of 
communication. In this study it is evident that these 
staff members felt free or obligated to report to their 
principal. This study would agree with Baird and Diebolt's 
(1976) discovery that satisfaction of subordinates is 
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positively correlated with the frequency of communication 
with superiors. 
This study supports Willits' (1967) findings which 
state that subordinates who participate in more frequent 
upward communication are also those employees who are 
satisfied with their jobs when openness of communication 
exists between superior and subordinate. 
According to Goldhaber (1974) most downward communi-
cation contains messages related to policies, goals, direc-
tions, orders, questions, and discipline. This study tends 
to disagree to some extent with Goldhaber, as most downward 
communication consisted of job rationale, instructions, and 
the personal area. Directions, orders and questions were 
included in the area of instructions in this study. 
This study supports Smith (1972) who posits that 
downward communication sets the tone and creates the 
environment for effective upward communication. 
A conclusion from this study would include: Rather 
than being totally emergent within the context of the 
communication setting, communication satisfaction develops 
in response to the principal's choice of communicator and 
leadership style. 
Implications and Recommendations 
The first implication to be made is that other similar 
groups need to be studied to assure that the RO, NDO, and 
TO principals in this study are truly indicative of their 
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representative groups. This study is descriptive of three 
principals from each of the three groups of leadership 
styles which needs to be replicated in order to show 
reliability. 
The second implication would be that these princi-
pals were all from the eastern half of Kansas. This 
might create some discrepancy in distinguishing clear 
delineations of types of schools. The similarities of 
the schools were probably more because of similar back-
grounds of clientele. This could be helpful in the study 
or it could create problems in distinguishing the differ-
ences in leadership styles. The researcher did not feel 
there was a problem caused by the similarities of the 
schools. 
The third implication might be that the tape recorder 
made a difference in the conversation between the teacher 
and the principal. The first two days this might have been 
a problem but after that, it seemed to be conversation as 
usual. If the tape recorder did make a difference in how 
conversations progressed, it was not evident or perceived 
by the researcher. 
A fourth implication might have been that subordinates 
might have been unhappy with administration other than the 
principal and it could have been reflected in the Communi-
tion Satisfaction Questionnaire. Again, the researcher did 
not perceive this as being a problem. 
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A recommendation of this researcher is that more 
research in the area of education leader communication be 
conducted to establish clear and concise understanding of 
communication patterns between the elementary principal and 
his/her staff. A satisfaction communication questionnaire 
is recommended to be designed especially for the area of 
education since some areas of communication satisfaction 
for industry may be unique to industry. Education may 
also have some areas of communication satisfaction that 
are unique to education. 
A recommendation of the researcher would be to con-
sider comparing various leadership theories to communica-
tion satisfaction of teachers as well as conducting more 
research concerning all levels of communication satisfac-
tion in education. Subordinates in educational adminis-
tration, as well as teachers, should be studied to acquire 
information concerning communication satisfaction at all 
levels of the hierarchy. 
Another recommendation would be to consider the 
following questions when conducting more research 
concerning principal and teacher oral communication 
and communication satisfaction: 
1. What are the indicators of communication satis-
faction of teachers? 
2. Are these indicators different from those of 
industry? 
3. How different are the leadership styles of 
principals in general? 
4. Does the leadership style vary according to 
groups of subordinates? 
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5. What other indicators affect communication other 
than those studied in this research? 
6. Are there groups of teachers that want to be 
treated autonomously and that can handle decision-making? 
7. Is there a need for a particular type of leader 
for a particular type of staff? 
8. Does clientele in addition to principal leader-
ship style have an affect on teacher communication 
satisfaction? 
If communication is a critical factor that makes a 
school viable, successful, effective, and enduring; then 
educational leaders need to have a knowledge cf improving 
the climate for interactions with their subordinates. This 
can only be accomplished through much research and the com-
munication of that research to educational leaders. 
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November 20, 1982 
Dr.· Robert Norton 
Purdue University 
Department of Communication 
West Lafayette, Indiana 
Dear Dr. Norton: 
110 
Thank you very much for granting permission for 
the use of the Communicator Style Measure in my doc-
toral dissertation in our phone conversation as of 
November 15th. You indicated that you thought the 
di+ections were included in the article. On page 
107 of that article, it states that instructions 
can be obtained from the author. 
I would appreciate receiving a copy of the 
instrument with directions for administration and 
instructions for scoring along with information con-
cerning analyzing the results. 
The article in which I have reference is: 
"Foundations of a Communicator Style Construct, 11 
Human Communications Research, 1978, 2, 99-112. 
If there are other articles in this area that 
you might suggest in furthering my research, I 
would appreciate your assistance. 
Thank you for your help concerning my re-
search. I will be looking forward to hearing 





THE UNIVERSITY OF K,~\J-SAS · LA WRE:'-iCE, KANSAS · 660~5 
oe.=.o.ATMENT CF COMMUNICATION sn;o1es 
November 30, 1982 
Donna Soshart 
Box 117 
Rivercon, KS 66770 
Dear Donna: 
Enclosed is a copy of the Com Sat inscrument. 
it if you ~ill provide ce ~it:h a complete report. 
daca cards. 
!ou have ~y per::tission co use 
! •.rould also li~e a copy of c:ie 
well. 
~rticles chat mighc be helpful co you are: 
1) C. Doi.ms ind :1. aazen, "A Faccor :}11alysis Study of Communication Sacisfact:i::m," 
Journal of Busines~ Communication, 1977 (14:3), pp. 63-73. 
Z) C. Dowo.s, "Co=unicacion and Satisfaction" in Ric::iard 2:use!:l.an' s 3r:i edicion 
of Readings in !nter:iersonel a.,d Or~anizacional Co~.m~-nicecion. 
3) M. !•nice :. :1. Cremo, "An Analysis of ••• Do1ms-8:azen :'!eas •.•• " ?svc:iolo,;:ical 
3.eoorts, (Oct., 1981) • 
4) Oissertacions by Jean Jones (Vander~ilc}, Peggy Duke (Vander~i:c), 
Jean ~icholson (Vanderoilc), Jac:es Kio (Kti) and aooerta T"ni::y (K~). 
5) Be certain to call ?hil Clampitt at the tJo.i•rer:sity of ';isconsin-Gre<:n 3ay. 
8:e is doing a si!lilar :iissertacion. 
I hope these are helpful. Lee ~e k.now i: there are quest~ons. ! ~isn you 
ti . _ ....... _ 
r . . . ., I 
. ~:_ '?:::-:. ~ ~ 





. •• .J • 
?'" -
!IOABJ> O!' '£-!:>UCATION 
704 MAlN STREET - PHONE 3t6-733·23:?~ 
Ga.len.a. Kansas 60739 
ROB!l!.T t. SCOTT. :;,.,.•,<I•~• 
'!l:RR'! t. WA.RO. Vice-;>.,.,,dtac 
LIDA :.I. SCOTT 
G'ENE RtTSSEU.. ;S,.p,ori:,cendenc 
JIM LA TUR.'l!R 
OONAJ.0 R. ~Oe: 
CON R. WlI..t.!A.\IS 
JO!PI W, DAVIS 
HELE.'! Tt,i!NER.. T, .. ,.,., 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 
605 Third Avenue 
New York, New York 10016 
Attention: Joan Lince . 
Dear~: Linea: 
February ll, 1983 
'!his teeter is a request to use the "Least Prefer=ed Cc-~orker 
(I.PC) Scale" whi::.h is stated og, page 8 of !mroving I..eadershio 
Ef::ecti•;eness by :'iedle:-, Che!:!ers, and ~!aher. :;: spoke to you 
ill a telephone ccnversaticn Jesterday and 7ou gave :antati7e 
approval so that! could send the instrt:ments to the subjects of 
"1J:'f dissertation. 
Enclosed is a copy of the instr>..:!I!ent as it is ~eing acmi:tistered 
to the subjects or :;ry study. 





OON:'IA L. ao~HAR1' 
5'11'•· .111d C~ux 
:'d>.X G. :-IEWEt.l.. ?-.n. 
Hi1:i School 
OE:IN'IS t. CO!'>'ROW, ?nn. 
L~b•t"tY Sc:nooi 
WU.LL\.\! t. V J.,.'I Ct.il:A VE. ~..,,, 
!ptUZC Ge-av• .sn.d !i.in. R.tt'.1. 
:.IAA!ON E, OA ~'!ZS. ?= 
t.ll•"Y Junior Hitn 
FEB 2 4 i983 
P9r::.Lssi~~ a;::-:=.t~d. 
C::ilt ~~ ~a g!·rc::1. t.~ 
c-::= ~~~~ :.::.! !~s e:;Tri.;ht4 
j .. -- ................ ,:a 
:=,r-· ~-~ --::s .,.,_~=:::t,t' \ 
J:t.::. Hil:J ~ s~=.s, !.:::.~~~ 
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February 3, 1983 
Dear Elementary Principal: 
I know this correspondence comes to you at a very busy 
time of .the y~ar, but I desperately need your help concerning 
a study of the elementary school principalship. 
I am collecting data for my doctoral dissertation. My 
study concerns the leadership and communication processes 
between the elementary school principal and.staff members. 
Your completion and return of the enclosed ,questionnaire 
will be greatly app~eciated. It will take approximately ten 
minutes of your time to complete the questionnaire. Your 
anonymity will be respected. 









PRINCIPAL INFOR.i\i.ATION SHEET 






2. How many years experience do you have in education? 
3. How many years experience do you have as a principal? 
4. Indicate the number of years you have been in your 
present position. 
5. How many staff members are under your supervision? 
6. How many students are under your supervision? 
7. What is the total student population of the school 
district in which you work? 
8. How many faculty members are there in the school 
system in which you work? 
9. What is your sex? 
male --- female ---







PRINCIPAL INFORMATION SHEET 
ID PRINCIPALS 
Indicate the highest degree you have attained. 





2. How many years ~xperience do you have in education? 
22 
3. How many years experience do you have as a principal? 
9 
4. Indicate the number of years you have been in your 
present position. 
7 
5. How many \staff members are under your supervision? 
16 
6. How many students are under your s'upervision? 
242 
7. What is the total student population of the school 
dist~ict in which you work? 
1.189 
8. How many faculty members are there in the school 
system in which you work? 
73 
9. What is your sex? 
100% male female 
10. Indicate the age category that besc describes you. 
under 35 
2 35-50 ---1 over 50 ---
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PRINCIPAL INFORMATION SHEET 
NOO PRINCIPALS 






2. How many years experience do you have in education? 
21 
3. How many years experience do you have as a principal? 
11 




How many staff members are under your supervision? 
\ 
22 
6. How many students are. under your· supervision? 
268 
7. What is the total student population of the school 
district in which you work? 
1,537 
8. How many faculty members are there in the school 
system in which you work? 
96 
9. TNbat is your sex? 
100% male female ---






PRINCIPAL INFORMATION SHEET 
TO PRINCIPALS 
Indicate the highest degree you have attained. 
BS/BA ' 




2. How many years experience do you have in education? 
18 
3. How many years experience do you have as a principal? 
9 
4. Indicate the number of years you have been in your 
present position. 
7 
5. How many ,staff members are under your supervision? 
21 
6. How many students are under your supervision? 
273 
7. What is the total student population of the school 
district in which you work? 
1,597 
8. How many faculty members are there in the school 
system in which you work? 
136 
9. ,;.mat is your sex? 
100% male female ---
10. Indicate the age category that best describes you. 
1 under 35 
2 35-50 
over 50 
TEACHER INFORMATION SHEET 





2. How many years experience do you have in education? 
3. How many years experience do you have as a teacher? 
4. Indicate the number of years you have been in your present 
position. 
5. How many students are under your supervision? 
6. What is·your sex? 
male female ---- ----





TEACHER INFOR}IATION SHEET 
RO SUBORDINATES 
1. Indicate the highest degree you have attained. 




2. How many years experience do you have in education? 
12 
3. How many years experience do you have as a teacher? 
17 
4. Indicate the number of years you have been in your present 
position. 
7 
5. How many students are under your supervision? 
I 
20 
6. What is your sex? 
5 male 34 female 
7. Indicate the age category that best describes you. 
10 under 35 
25 35-50 








TEACHER INFORMATION SHEET 
NDO SUBORDINATES 





How many years experience do you have in education? 
12 
How many years experience do you have as a teacher? 
11 
Indicate the number of years you have been in your present 
position. 
How many students are under your supervision? 
I 
23 
6. What is your sex? 
male 33 female 
7. Indicate the age category that best describes you. 
22 under 35 
11 35-50 




TEACHER INFORMATION SHEET 
TO SUBORDINATES 





2. How many years experience do you have in education? 
13 
3. How many years experience do you have as a teacher? 
13 




5. How many students are under your supervision? 
\ 
22 
6. What is your sex? 
1 male 39 female 
7. Indicate the age category that best describes 
14 under 35 
14 35-50 




Direccions: 1111r~~ of all =ne people ~ith ~~om 7ou ~ave a,er ~o~ked, a~d :~en 
chink of e!'te ;,e::son · .. '"ith f.;hom- :;ou could ·-we!"!<. li;.as:: .:ell/ ~e qr she :ay ·~e so~e-
one rith whom you work now o-r ..... rit:~ Nho: you have ~..:or~ad in ::le ~ast. :h.:.s C.oes 
noc have to be :he person :ou l!~ed leas~ ~ell, ~ut sCould be ~he pe=~cn ~-:.:h 
whom you had :he :05: ii::ic~l~y gec:i~g a job don~, :~e one i=divid~al wi:~ 
whom you could work l=ast .ell. 
Describe this person on t::!e scale t..;bich follc~•s by ;,lac!:?.g .J.il u~u in :he 
appropriate space. 7he scale ccnsiscs of pairs of .ords .hie~ are 09?0si:e 
in ::eaning. Look at the words at both ands of the line before you ~ark yo~= 
uX'', There G1:'a no righ: or ·,,n:ong a~swl=!rs. Work :-apidly; your first ans~er is 
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-8-755-4-321 
Copytighc: (c) l9i0, :y ..;oh.~ "..;il.e:, & Sens, !.::c .. 
scori... . g 
tJnpleasanc: 














NORTON COM?-lUNICATOR srn.z ~ASU3Z 
Inst:-uctions: ?lease answer the follo'lling ,questions as quickly and hones:17 as possi~le. 
There are o.o righc or -.rrong ans-... e!'s and the fi::s: res-ponsa is •Jsually the best. Some 
questions ·..nll seem to t'<apeat t:hemse1,1es but don':: let it bot.::er you. .Just ans,,.er t!:e 
question as if it were the first :ime. ~ 
~ 
..:; 
Please circle your response: 
1. I readily reveal personal things about reyself. 
2. Once I get (.l'OUnd up in a heat ad discussion I have a hard. 
cime stopping mysel.f. 
3, r always prefer to be tactful .. 
4. I am conscious of cer--.. ~ous mannerisms in :r.y s-peech. 
5. In most social situations I gene?:'ally speak very frequently. 
6. I actively use facial e~ressions i:-hen I comm.unicace,, 
7. In cost: social situations I tend to cooe on st:-ong. 
8. I a.I:! an extremely friendly co=unicator. 
9. I have a tendency to dominate informal conversations with 
oth~r people. 
10. Very often I insist that other :;::eople doc=ent O?:' present 
some kind of proof for what :hey a-" arguing. 
u. What r say usually leaves an i:::press ion on people. 
12. As a r.ile, ! = ve?:'"J c.al:!i and collec::ed •,1hen I :al!<. .. 
13, In ar5ume!lt:S I insist: U?On ,,e"""!:'j ;,re~isa C.efinii:ions. 
14. ! lea.,,e people ~..r:.:h an i.:tp:-ession of me ;;hich cCey ce~d 
to reme-=ber. 
15. I can al•..;ays ::e;,eac back. to a pe.:son e:tac::17 ....,hac ·,,;as said. 
16. CJnder pressure r come a.c::-oss as a rela..'!:ed speake:-. 
17. The rhythm or flo,;.; of illY speec:h is a:ffec.:ed. by :ny c.e:::-,rousness. 
18. The :i=st i=ipression I ::iak.e on people causes them ::o react to 
19. Most of tha tin:.e r t:and t:o be v·erJ encouragio.g ::o ?ecple. 
20. r ::ry :::o cake charge of things when I = tnt:1. people. 
21. I e.11 •1ery expressive o.onve::bally in social situations. 
22. My speech tends to be ve-::y pic:uresque .. 
23, I tli;.;ays shcr...1 t::l.a~ ! = ·1ery e?zr;,at:het!:: i:..-:. t::l ?eO?le. 
24. ! c:and ::o c::ir..sc.a.:.,c.?:.7 3-es:u:-e ........ he~ I cotm:1.un.ic.ac=. 
25. ! = an <::('!-r;:.ely ope:.:i. c~c::r:::!W::Ucac:,r. 
26. CJsually I do no c :all 9eople 11e=:r ~ch about o.ysel! t.m!:il I 













































































































! am an e.~tremely attentive cot:lll!unicator. 
I very freque!lcly verbally e.~aggerate to emphasize a ?Oint. 









Often I physically and vocally act out what I ~ant to comcu.~icate.l 
The way I say something usually leaves an i::!pression on people. l 
Regularly I tell jokes, anecdotes, and stories when I col!!lllcnicate.l 
3.3. As a rule, I openly express my feelbgs or e:!!otions. 
34. People generally know oy enotional state, even if! do noc say 
anything. 





36. I a:n a very relaxed co=u!".icator. l 
37. When I disagree ·.nth souebody I a::i ver; q~ick to challenge the!:!, l 
38. I would rather be open and honest •..nth a person rather than 
closed and dis hone~:, e•ren if it is painful for that person. l 
39. I dramatize a lot. l 
40. I le~ve a definite i::ipression on people. l 
4;I.. ! am very argumentati,,e. l 
42. My eyes tend to reflect to a •1ery great degree e>:actly .;hat ! 
am feeling. l 
43. I habitually ack:iowledge verbally other's contributions. l 
44. I a::i do!!!i.nant in social situations. l 
~3. ! deliberately raact ~n sue~ a way c~ac people k~c~ chac ! a.:n 
listening to e~e~. 
46. The P..iay I c.oa:I:J.unicace influences my life ~och posi:ivaly a:1d 
dra!!laticall7. 
47. I am a very good cccimunicator. 
48. I find it: very easy to cot:::tun.icate on a one-to-one basis ~ith 
strangers. 
49, In a small group of strangers r am a •;e::y good co1m:mni.cat:or. 
50. I :ind it e:ttremely <?asy to ::iaintain a conversation 'M"i::h a 
~e:nbiar of the 099osi~: sa:.: "..thom I have just :.et. 
51. 







Out ot a. :-a..ridco. gr:Jup o: !i,is. teopla, i!!.clu.ding aysel 










































































Cai V. lxwne #od ~lcooe! o. !la::,en 
Cor,yri~t, 1973 
INTROOU...""l'IOO, 1".ost o! 113 11e;;u:oie th:it the qualit.l' ;md ,r.::.:a,nt of cc=•miv.1tl:m 
iu o,Jr jobs cant,il:tutc to i>och qur job aatisfdction ~nd ("'~r productivlt1. 
Tlrrough thls 9t•J<!y YS? ho~ to fim:I cut hO'J e~~isfactor:; <>Ur c°"""'.n:ic~t!0<1 
pr...ctice8 are ;;nd what ~u;;eations :rou have for 1~7rovi:-:g ti,.,,... 
We appre,eiate your ta«!ing the tl,:,-e to :'"pl'!te th4! qu~'3t!.~:i.,i::".e. H~r:~-
hll}', you should l>e able to c,,..phte it fa '10-15 .,.i:,utes. 
Yo:a- c:ns-.>er11 arrr c,;r,yletel:I ccnfidsr.tial 30 c,1 ,:;:;i {l"r.1'J,.. a.~ y-n, :.~ah. !'!ti.s 
is not a test--:.,JCU:r opinian. is the c,il;, ~3he ar~r. C<.," .":ct sl,r: y,:r..ir rrc:.~; 
we do n.c,: Ilia.Ii !:a knctJ ?Nho you fZ2"e- :-he ar.swrr; ~LZ. i..'"'g :~ ... :,1;.;,d l:,::: gt'Ottf'G 











5, ~,,,.,,\,.t s.;;:isfi.,.J 
--6. S.-Jtil!'fic,J 
7, Ver7 s~tislle-d 
2. In tl>E past 6 "onths, 1.-n.,,t has hs;:-i,,e:-:e-1 to :1:m, lc7t?l of satisf:.:ction? • 
(Ch<!ck 1) 
__ :z. Gen<! ,:;, __ J. ':" .. ~n<'! dew~ 
J. If the co~kation a,;,;,:,c:bted vith y-o,1t' job could :,., ehan;,;d Jn 
any v,iy to =l!.e 7oa ;;o:r.-e :utlsfied, ;,le.u,., in<l1cat<:l h,,..,. _____ _ 
A. Li..r;u,.d bew.i are se-r:,;ra! kinda of 
infcn,,,,.:1.H.,;r,,. often as.Joci..at.ed lori!h 
a per:;CM's Job. Pka.;;~ indi=-ta 
ilO&I 11a:£.sfie:l yc-.1 are wi t.1 ~e 
aiootmt G:7'.d/Cl" <1'.u:?li.i:'.J of =h 
W.aof infor=tt.,.,,.,, by c-i.rcZi.r.g 
th.e appropr:.ate me,ber a; t;...e 
right. 
4. I12fo,:-aatloo abc1't ..., prog~<Je 
111 jQb. 
5. Pl?rsonnel ~. 
in 
6. tnt'o~tion a.bout c~""pan7 ;,-oliei<!3 
aod iaalG. 
7. lnfon,;ati.on al,out hov .,., j<:ib ce«parH 
vi tb <>th-ers 
s. Infon,at1cn about h,,v I a,:o belng 
judged. 
.,,,. ..!· ~ ..,,. .. 
"' ;; ., ;;: ;::: ;;..., C'., ., ..., ..., .., 
~-:; .., :;; ,% ... ,% .., 
l 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
l 2 3 4 
l 2 3 4 
2 3 
..,,. ":> ,., • c: ...... ;::: ....... .. "' ... .. ... .,: , ... 
"' .,, .. , .., ::: .... .., : .... " .... "l .. ., 
" .. ..., ~ ;g q 
5 6 7 
s 6 7 
5 6 
s r, 7 
5 6 7 
"':, 
.:: .. . ., 
C'-;: 
::-...1!.] ~ 
" ..., Q 
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9. K~cognitie,n of..,. ei!orts. 
10. Inloti&llti0<1 atx,,.it depart~tal 
pollciea ""'1 ;oals. 
11, tnfo~ti~ al:,o.,,t the r~quire>ent~ 
of •Y job. 
12. In!ot"IIGtion a!x><it io""!rnooent 
actioa affeeting ':IS'! coapaoy. 
13. !oforuati= <l'b<><•t nhltirnia 
vi.th i::nl0tt11. 
14. Repot"ta ~ b....-.. i,rol>le- !a wy 
job are !>eittJJ ha~l<o<I. 
15, Infon,,,atian about -;,loye-e 
oe-neflta and pay. 
1~. Infor.:iation about co,;:paa>7 
profita and [ln:mc!al at•ndin;. 
17. lncoriaat ion .sl,out acc,:,,,,plis1-nt11 
and/or CoiJuT~" of th.? c~p.-ny, 
f'µ;a11e i,1d:icau ho.I .;.~dof:..!d 1JC1'.t ~ vitJ, 
thz fo!loving. (Circle t.J..e ~:riate 
rcr.ber at tJ-Jil r}gi1. e. ) 
lS. F.7tent to vh!~h ~Y e,,per!ora kn-<,., and 
W>deratltnd the vr~l~ fac~d by 
awordlnatee 
19. !:<te<\t tt1 >"hkh c~a.iy Ct'O'-""'l!icatian 
-,tivat:eJY and '!lti:,ulat~s a.n fflthoJYia,,,... 
!or ~ting itg g,,:;ils, 
20, l!:xtent to .ml~!', ,:.7 st1~rviso:r listen.i 
and p,ays ~ttenti""' t~ ;a,e. 
21, lxtent to vhith th~ p,e-Jpl~ ill ~7 
organitat!l?fl h.ave ~~eat abilit7 ,3 
c°""'"'" ic:i toe 11. 
22. !"t2nt t<1 "htcn "'Y 111?er·,isoC' oifaa:;-3 
guidance fer snl?!ng jcii relate-cl 
:,rcl,le,a 
2J, Extent to vhlch the CO<Sy3oy'e cc"""'-ffiica-














a ,rftal part of it. l 
24. Extent to ~hieh th-!! cc>T,p,ny's pu.blic~-
tions are inter,agt!ng 3nd helpf~l. 
25. !::,tent to which "'Y aup,-.r•,13,:,r tru~t.• -· 2~. !~tent eo ~hi~h ! re~ci~? on ti~ t~ 



















) 4 s 7 
3 4 6 7 
) 4 7 
3 4 J 
3 7 
) 4 s 6 7 
) 4 1 
J 4 5 6 7 
) 4 5 7 
J 4 :5 6 7 
) 4 
4 5 6 
J 5 6 7 
J 5 6 
J 4 5 6 7 
) 4 5 6 7 
j 5 6 7 
3 4 5 6 
27. Extent to i.hich c1><1!llc:t.s are l>a,,,ilcd 
~ropristely thr<n!gn proper 
C""""""'1icatioo channela. 
:ZS. btent to -..!,icli tM grapevi!i<! h 
ect:1"1! 1.3 ~ oq;auiu t ioa. 
:Z,. !::,:t~t to vhich -ay e-aperd~or ls o;,..n 
to id~ae 
)0. !xtenC to vnich !,,:,ri%oat.al C""""""1icat!oo. 




end free-flowing. 1 
Jl. £xteant to which c~icat!cn practic~ 
ar>! sdopt::ible to =rg-cr.cieg. l 
32. Zllt~t to vhich :,y =d: group .!.>1 
co;;patibh. l 
:n. ?;ctent to W'hlch c..r a.-eetings •rS! -n 
Dt'&ll1liu,,.!. l 
34. &.::tent to vhir..'> th-e allOO=.t ct .!lsz;><!Oils.!.= 
giv1m 1i!le l.s abotit r!.v,t. l 
35. E:t~t to ~-nicb ~Tltten dir...:tiv~s ~'1'1 
repct"L'I are! c.lear And r.=i.:.>e, 1 
36. i::i:tP.ftt to vnt.:h tl><!e attit•.rd,i,. toV,>td 
c~ic11tfon in the ;::=p,,ny .are 
basic3lly be.!!lthy. 
)7. t."tteet to ,,;,{cJ,, 1s>fJ!"$.ll c~iu.tim, 
is iKti7<e amJ accu:r,ite. 
Ja, l.xtcnt to vlrlcl: t!:\,!! 11zctr.:t ol CC'O'?'mi=-
l 
l 
ticn int~ ~Y 13 ~i:,out ri 6bt. l 
c. Fr..aa- t.,ZZ ho.I :!<-..., jo?d Y"?.1.t 'JOUI' pro<.b..-,:,ti:..>i~ 
on !:'.:,ia- Job by cn,;;:.;eri"'J tJ-,q :Jt.'"f!~ q-..estic-.a l·~li:-.i. 
2 3 4 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
2 ) 4 
J 4 
J s 6 
J 
2 ) 
3 4 6 
2 J 
2 3 3 
2 3 5 
J 5 6 
S. Slightly hig~r tr..i~ ,:,;at 
-6. l'li~h =7, v~ry b!gh 












11.1«e JQ-4.1 'al~E ~r2uct1~~~ ~!~~~ t~ll h-ov-~----------------------------------~ 
128 
D. An.~:..'trr the folZ~'i.r..g <"1l~ i[ ycu aTe a 
ma..-..a.aer err SJ.P.CT"tliG.or. T!:e~ i,Uli.,~t.!? 
your uat .... ~fa<:t"I-Q'f. :.n.:h the foltowir.q. 
42. £~tent to vhich -..y 3ubcrd1nate~ ~:~ 
T'e$rnu.s!ve to dov.nward d!re-i:tl"f'~ 
co,e:s1,nicat.ioa. 
43. Extent to which~ scbordt""°te~ 
auttcipate ~y ne,;.is for ln!an::-1t!,,..1. 
44, Excent to \lhtch l do not hav~ ~ 
c<>=?mlcat!on o?e:lo.a~ 
4S. !xtf!<lt to vhlch :,ry su!xordin~te~ ara 
receptive to e-taluat!cn, s,,gges-
till<IS, atrd criticis~~. 
46. !:J:tent to vh!ch WJ sul>ordln!)t~9 fe-el 




L.'!1...-r=c", il:an5'!s 66-0-!14 
ii 'b l·~ ..., .. 
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3 7 
3 5 7 
3 4 5 6 7 
J 7 
3 s 7 
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